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Editorial

From the Editor
Xin He
As the new editor-in-chief of the ICSA Bulletin, I
would like to welcome you to the July 2015 issue of
the Bulletin. It is a great honor for me to take over
the editorship starting from this issue. I am fully
committed to keeping up the high standards set by
the preceding editors.
This issue of the Bulletin has three featured articles. The ﬁrst is a memorial article about one of
the most inﬂuential statisticians in the 20th century,
Prof. George E.P. Box, regarding his legendary contributions to statistical research, education, and service to the profession. It is written by his former student, Prof. George C. Tiao at University of Chicago.
A short version of this article was published in the
Journal of Royal Statistical Society, Series A in 2013.
We are very grateful for publishing the full version
with the permission from Prof. Tiao and the Royal
Statistical Society (UK).
The second featured article is in the column
"Conversations with a Distinguished Statistician".
Prof. Jun Shao, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
2007 ICSA President, was interviewed by his former
student Fang Fang and current student Zhilan Lou.
The conversation provided a comprehensive coverage of Prof. Shao's remarkable professional life,
including his educational background, career path,
research projects, advices to young researchers, and
vision for the future of statistics. His view of the
diﬀerence between mathematics and statistics is enlightening.
Starting from this issue, we are truly excited to
launch a new column "Hints from Hans" by Prof.
Hans Rudolf Künsch, ETH Zürich, Switzerland.
Prof. Künsch's research has made a huge impact
on various areas of statistics. He was Co-Editor of
Annals of Statistics (1998-2000) and the President of
the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 2013. The
third featured article "Lemma 1 was False" is Prof.
Künsch's inaugural piece for the new column. Motivated by a fascinating story of a Ph.D. student who
discovered a false lemma before her defense, Prof.
Künsch shares his thoughtful advice on the importance of communication between advisors and students, choosing good research problems, and pursuing a right career path.
The column "R `R' Us" reprints two Chinese articles from the Capital of Statistics (COS, http://
cos.name). Yixuan Qiu, a Ph.D. student at Purdue
University, discusses the installation of Spark and
demonstrates a simple regression analysis example.
© www.icsa.org

Miao Yu, a Ph.D. student at Chinese Academy of
Sciences, shows how to generate a linear regression
data set in which the residual plot reveals a predetermined hidden image.
Turning to ICSA business, this issue of the Bulletin contains the biographies of candidates for the
2016 ICSA President-Elect, the 2016 Biometrics Section Chair, and the Directors of the ICSA Board
(2016-2018). We strongly encourage all ICSA members to participate in this important election by casting votes before August 2, 2015. The Bulletin also
includes messages from the 2015 ICSA President
Wei Shen and the Executive Director Zhezhen Jin,
announcement of the ICSA annual member meeting and banquet at JSM 2015 from Ying Qing Chen,
highlights of the 2015 ICSA/Graybill Joint Conference by the conference committee chair Naitee
Ting, report of the student paper competition from
Shuangge Ma, report of the new ICSA-Midwest
Chapter from Bo Yang and Lanju Zhang, news from
the ICSA-Canada Chapter by Grace Yi and Wendy
Lou, news on ICSA members becoming new Fellows of ASA, report of the Oﬃce of ICSA from Lili
Yu, and the ﬁnancial report from Linda Yau. Four
upcoming ICSA sponsored or co-sponsored conferences in 2015 and 2016 have been announced.
Finally, I would like to thank all the editorial
members, the ICSA committee members, oﬃce personnel, and all the contributors for their great work
and exceptional support. I am especially grateful to
the former editor Jun Yan for his tremendous help
in making the transition smooth. I would like to express my appreciation to Prof. Bin Yu for her initial
idea and assistance in launching the new column
"Hints from Hans" and to the ICSA President Wei
Shen and the Past President Ying Lu for their strong
support to the column. I also extend my gratitude to
Prof. Qiwei Yao for his help in acquiring the reprint
permission for the memorial article about Prof. Box.
Without them, I could not have put together my ﬁrst
issue of the Bulletin in such a short time.
Enjoy the rest of the summer, and I look forward
to seeing many of you at JSM 2015 in Seattle!
Xin He, Ph.D.
Editor-in-Chief, ICSA Bulletin
Assistant Professor
Department of Epidemiology and
Biostatistics
University of Maryland, College
Park
41
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From the 2015 President, ICSA
Wei Shen
Greetings! Summer 2015 has
been an exciting time for many
ICSA members.
Our signature event, the 24th ICSA
applied statistics symposium
was held successfully in Fort
Collins, Colorado, June 14-17,
2015. Continuing the trend of the last two years,
we partnered with Colorado State University and
joined our symposium with the Graybill conference. Thanks to outstanding leadership by Naitee
Ting and James zumBrunnen and dedicated eﬀort
from the entire organizing committee, we brought
the largest international statistical conference to
Fort Collins, with over 450 attendees.
During the ﬁrst half of 2015, we continued our
journey in building a strong ICSA community and
expanding our inﬂuence. Our chapter model has
been in its third year of operation, and has been effective in growing our membership, engaging our
members, and establishing our presence at the local/regional level. ICSA Midwest Chapter was established earlier this year following approval from
the ICSA board of directors, and will hold its ﬁrst
conference in October 2015. The 2015 ICSA China
Statistics Conference, organized by ICSA Shanghai
Chapter and Fudan University, took place on July
6-7, 2015 in Shanghai. This conference, only in its
second year, drew 250 participants and many statistical thought leaders from China and the world. A
big "thank you" goes to Dejun Tang, Naiqing Zhao,
and their entire team.
Here are a few other highlights from ICSA. The
most recent book in ICSA Springer series "Applied
Statistics in Biomedicine and Clinical Trials DesignSelected Papers from 2013 ICSA/ISBS Joint Statistical Meetings" was published. Our ﬂagship journal,
Statistica Sinica was added join the JSTOR archive,
which will further enhance its scientiﬁc reputation
and visibility. We gave out the ﬁrst Lingzi Lu
Award during the ASA CSP conference in New Orleans.
To ensure our continued success, it's critical
that we focus on our vision and transform accordingly. In the January 2015 issue of ICSA Bulletin,
I introduced ICSA Vision 2020, a set of objectives
that we are inspired to achieve by the end of this

42

decade. To achieve Vision 2020, we will continue to
focus on four major elements: Community (grow
membership, connect members, and increase engagement), Scientiﬁc Excellence, Leadership (provide cross-disciplinary leadership in promoting the
statistics profession), and Global Inﬂuence (make
ICSA a premier international statistical organization).
The ﬁeld of statistics and its application continued to grow rapidly. Fortune Magazine recently
ranked Statistics and Biostatistics the best graduate degrees for jobs, based on long-term outlook for
job growth, compensation, and job satisfaction. To
fully capitalize the opportunities for statisticians in
the era of big-data and smart analytics, we need to
demonstrate strong technical, communication, and
leadership skills. During the 2015 ICSA applied statistical symposium, I had the opportunity to moderate a plenary forum on leadership. Leadership, the
ability to inspire people to take a speciﬁc direction
or action when they truly have the freedom to do
otherwise, is critical to the success of our profession.
Three experienced leaders joined the discussion:
Professor Xiao-Li Meng represented academia, Dr.
Greg Campbell represented government, and Dr.
Janet Wittes represented industry/business. They
shared their leadership journey, experience, and
advice for development. Like technical skills, leadership can be learned and developed. I encourage
all ICSA members to take action on your own leadership development. There are plenty of resources
available, including ASA Continuing Professional
Development. Active services at ICSA oﬀer a great
start for leadership development.
The success of ICSA is highly dependent on our
dedicated members, eﬀective communications, scientiﬁc excellence, an inclusive culture and respect
for diversity, and leadership. For ICSA, we are fortunate to have all of these elements to enable our
growth and success in the future. Please continue
to engage and support ICSA. See you at our ICSA
membership meeting during JSM in Seattle!
Wei Shen, Ph.D.
2015 President, ICSA
Senior Director
Global Statistical Sciences
Eli Lilly and Company

© www.icsa.org
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From the Executive Director
Zhezhen Jin
Dear ICSA Members,
ICSA has co-sponsored
several conferences and had
another successful Annual
Applied Statistics Symposium
joint with Graybill conference
at Colorado State University
with over 450 participants. A
report on the conference by
the conference Chair Dr. Naitee Ting can be found
in this bulletin. I would like to extend my sincere
thanks to the conference committee members and
the conference attendees who made the symposium
a memorable experience.
As you might have noticed, there is a change in
Bulletin editorship. Dr. Yihui Xie stepped down
after the January 2015 issue due to his other overwhelming obligations and Dr. Xin He will serve as
the new editor-in-chief of ICSA Bulletin.
The 2015 ﬁrst ICSA board had a teleconference
on May 14, 2015. It was attended by 16 board members and chairs of various committees. The 2015
ﬁrst face-to-face board meeting was held on June
14, 2015 at the Lory Student Center in Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, CO during the 2015
ICSA/Graybill joint conference. The board meeting was attended by 20 board members and chairs
of various committees. The board approved 2015
ICSA awards and the candidates for 2015 ICSA election and discussed various development and other
issues. In particular, board members expressed
their support on more ICSA engagement in ASA
and other statistical societies through committees
and activities. In addition, attendees supported
the idea to extend ICSA activities to engineering
statistics through collaboration with KISS on the Paciﬁc Rim Statistics Conference on Production Engineering. There was a lengthy discussion on ICSA
website/IT development. In addition, ICSA book
series, journals, and future symposiums and conference were updated. There will be three major events from ICSA Chapters this year: China-

© www.icsa.org

Shanghai Chapter will have a conference on July 67, 2015 at Fudan University in China; Canada Chapter will have a symposium on August 4-6, 2015 at
University of Calgary in Canada; Midwest Chapter
will have a workshop in the middle of October 2015
which is under development.
The 2015 election will be held right after Simon
Gao sets up online voting system and make it available for voting in the ﬁrst week of July 2015. I hope
that all our members participate in the election and
cast their votes.
If you are planning to attend the 2015 JSM
in Seattle, WA, please note that there are several
ICSA activities in JSM. On August 9, 2015, the
second face-to-face board meeting will occur at
the Sheraton Seattle Hotel. The ICSA will have
a booth at the meeting. The general ICSA member meeting will be held at 6:00pm-7:00pm on August 12, 2015 in the Grand Ballroom C at Sheraton Seattle Hotel, where 2015 election results and
ICSA awards will be announced. After the member meeting, we will have our annual ICSA dinner in JSM. Thanks to Dr. Yingqing Chen, we
will be able to have the dinner at the China Harbor Restaurant, 2040 Westlake Avenue North, Seattle, WA 98109 (phone 206-286-1688, http://ww
w.chinaharborseattle.com). For more information, please contact Professor Yingqing Chen
(email: yqchen@fhcrc.org) or myself.
We are also going to have plenty ICSA events in
2016, including ICSA annual symposium in Atlanta,
GA and ICSA international conference in Shanghai,
P.R. China. We look forward to your participation
in those events.
It is always vital to have your support and participation of ICSA programs and activities for the
continued success of ICSA. Please feel free to send
me if you have any ideas and suggestions to ICSA.
Zhezhen Jin, Ph.D.
ICSA Executive Director (2014-2016)
Associate Professor of Biostatistics
Department of Biostatistics
Columbia University
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Announcement: ICSA Annual Member
Meeting and Banquet at JSM 2015
Ying Qing Chen
The ICSA general meeting will be held at Grand
Ballroom C at Sheraton Seattle 6:00pm-7:00pm on
Wednesday, August 12, 2015. ICSA 2015 awards
will be presented and the 2015 election results will
be announced.
An ICSA banquet (fee event) will follow right after the meeting at China Harbor Restaurant in Seattle (20140 Westlake Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109,
Tel 206-286-1688, http://www.chinaharborse
attle.com) at 7:30pm, bus transportation will be
provided. China Harbor is a family owned restaurant that oﬀers the best in authentic Chinese cuisine located on the shores of Lake Union. Charter buses will be provided to transport ICSA members from the Convention Center to the restaurant.
The banquet menu will include: Appetizer Plate (海
景四拼盘) / Seafood Hot and Sour Soup (海鲜酸
辣汤) / Honey Walnut Prawns (核桃虾) / General

Tso's Chicken (左宗鸡) / Sweet & Sour Pork (甜酸
肉) / Broccoli Beef (芥兰牛) / Mixed Vegetables (素
什锦) / FuChow Seafood Fried Rice (福州海鲜烩
饭) / Steamed Fish Filet in Wine Sauce (清蒸鱼片).
Complementary soda & tea will be served as well as
Season Fresh Fruit. A full service bar will be available and the restaurant has live music and dance.
Dr. Ying Qing Chen (yqchen@fhcrc.org) is the
Chair of annual meeting committee in 2015 JSM.
Ying Qing Chen, Ph.D.
2015 JSM Local Chair, ICSA
Full Member
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center
Aﬃliate Professor
Department of Biostatistics
University of Washington
yqchen@fhcrc.org

Candidates for 2016 ICSA Oﬃcers
Candidates for 2016 PresidentElect
1. WU, Colin
[PRESENT POSITION] (1) 1/2002–present, Mathematical Statistician, Oﬃce of Biostatistics Research, Division of Cardiovascular Sciences, National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI),
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda,
Maryland. (2) 1/2013–present, Adjunct Professor,
Department of Biostatistics, Bioinformatics, and
Biomathematics, Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer
Center, Georgetown University School of Medicine,
Washington D.C. (3) 1/2012–present, Professorial
Lecturer in Statistics, Department of Statistics, The
George Washington University, Washington D.C.
[DEGREES] Ph.D. in Statistics, 9/1985–5/1990, Department of Statistics, University of California,
Berkeley, CA; B.A. in Mathematics, 4/1982–5/1985,
Department of Mathematics, University of Cali44

fornia, Los Angeles, CA. [FORMER POSITIONS]
(1) 1/2010–5/2011, Guest Lecturer, Department
of Mathematics, University of Maryland, College
Park, Maryland. (2) 7/1998–1/2002, Associate
Professor, Department of Mathematical Sciences,
G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering, The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland. (3)
7/1991–6/1998, Assistant Professor, Department of
Mathematical Sciences, G.W.C. Whiting School of
Engineering, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland. (4) 7/1996–7/2002, Adjunct
Associate Professor, Department of Biostatistics,
School of Hygiene and Public Health, The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland. (5)
6/1997–1/2002, Guest Researcher, Biometry and
Mathematical Statistics Branch, Division of Epidemiology, Statistics and Prevention Research, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Maryland. (6) 9/1990–6/1991, Visiting Assistant
Professor, Department of Statistics, The Univer© www.icsa.org
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sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. [FIELDS
OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Statistical analysis for repeated measurements and longitudinal data, statistical methods for clinical trials and observational studies, estimation and inferences in semiparametric and nonparametric models, biased sampling models, survival analysis, statistical modeling in genetic epidemiology, statistical applications in cardiovascular and blood diseases. [SELECTED PUBLICATIONS] Among a total of 116 journal articles: (1) Tian, X. and Wu,
C. O. (2014). "Estimation of rank-tracking probabilities using nonparametric mixed-eﬀects models for longitudinal data". Statistics and Its Interface, 7:87–99. (2) Wu, C. O. and Tian, X.
(2013). "Nonparametric estimation of conditional
distributions and rank-tracking probabilities with
time-varying transformation models in longitudinal studies". Journal of the American Statistical
Association, 108(503):971–82. (3) Wu C. O., Kwak
M. and Zheng G. (2013). "A joint regression analysis for genetic association studies with outcome
stratiﬁed samples". Biometrics, 69(2):417–426. (4)
Wu C. O., Tian X. and Jiang W. (2011). "A sharedparameter model for the estimation of longitudinal concomitant intervention eﬀects". Biostatistics, 12(4):737–49. (5) Zheng G., Joo J., Zaykin
D., Wu C. O. and Geller N. L. (2009). "Robust
tests in genome-wide scans under incomplete linkage disequilibrium". Statistical Science, 2009, 24(4),
503–516. (6) Wu C. O., Tian X. and Bang H. (2008).
"A varying-coeﬃcient model for the evaluation of
time-varying concomitant intervention eﬀects in
longitudinal studies". Statistics in Medicine, 2008;
27(16):3042–56. (7) Huang J., Wu C. O., and Zhou
L. (2004). "Polynomial spline estimation and inference for varying-coeﬃcient models with longitudinal data". Statistica Sinica, 14, 763–788. (8) Huang J.,
Wu C. O., and Zhou L. (2002). "Varying-coeﬃcient
models and basis function approximations for the
analysis of repeated measurements". Biometrika,
89, 111–128. (9) Chiang C.-T., Rice J. A., and Wu C.
O. (2001). "Smoothing splines estimation for varying coeﬃcient models with longitudinal dependent
variable". Journal of the American Statistical Association, 96 605–619. (10) Rice J. A., and Wu C.
O. (2001). "Nonparametric mixed eﬀect models for
unequally sampled noisy curves". Biometrics, 57,
253–259. (11) Hoover D. R., Rice J., Wu C. O., and
Yang L.-P. (1998). "Nonparametric smoothing estimates of time-varying coeﬃcient models with longitudinal data". Biometrika, 85, 809–822. (12) Wu C.
O. (1995). "Estimating the real parameter in a twosample proportional odds model". Annals of Statis© www.icsa.org

tics, 23, 376–395. [ICSA ACTIVITIES]: (1) Secretary, Biometrics Session (1997-2001); (2). Member,
Nomination and Election Committee (2004-2005);
(3) Member, Applied Statistics Symposium Committee (1996, 1999, 2005, 2009); (4) Member, Biometrics Section (2004). [PROFESSIONAL COMMITTEES]: (1) ASA: (a) Member, Committee on International Relations in Statistics (2011-2013); (b)
Chairman, Student Paper Award Committee, ASA
Section on Nonparametric Statistics (2014-2015).
(2) Department of Veterans Aﬀairs (VA): Member
(4/2011–Present), Data Monitoring Committee. (3)
Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI, US): Member (7/2009–Present,
independent statistical expert), Sphygmomanometer Committee. [OTHERS]: (1) Fellow of the American Statistical Association (2012). (2) Elected Member of the International Statistical Institute (2008).

2. CAI, T. Tony
[PRESENT POSITION] Dorothy Silberberg Professor of Statistics, The Wharton School, University
of Pennsylvania (2007-Present); Professor, Applied
Mathematics and Computational Science Graduate
Group, University of Pennsylvania (2007-Present);
Associate Scholar, Dept of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania (2006-Present). [FORMER
POSITIONS] Associate Professor of Statistics, The
Wharton School (2003-2007); Assistant Professor of
Statistics, The Wharton School (2000-2003); Assistant Professor of Statistics, Purdue University (19962000). [DEGREES] Ph.D. in Statistics, Cornell University, 1996; M.S. in Applied Mathematics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 1989; B.S. in Mathematics,
Hangzhou University, 1986. [FIELDS OF MAJOR
STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] High-dimensional statistical inference; nonparametric function estimation; functional data analysis; large-scale multiple testing; statistical decision theory; inference
for discrete distributions; applications to genomics,
chemical identiﬁcation, and medical imaging. [SELECTED PUBLICATIONS] Professor Cai has published over 100 peer-reviewed research papers in
leading statistical journals, including The Annals
of Statistics, JASA, JRSSB, Biometrika, Probability Theory and Related Fields, Statistical Science,
and Statistica Sinica, as well as top engineering
journals such as IEEE Transactions on Information
Theory and IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing. The papers cover a ranging of topics, including inference on high-dimensional covariance
structures, recovery of low-rank matrices, com45
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pressed sensing and high-dimensional regression,
large-scale simultaneous inference, detection and
recovery of sparse signals, functional data analysis, wavelet thresholding, conﬁdence intervals for
binomial and other discrete distributions, statistical decision theory, and applications to genomics,
chemical identiﬁcation, and medical imaging. Papers are available at http://www-stat.whart
on.upenn.edu/~tcai. Professor Cai has also coedited two book volumes, High Dimensional Data
Analysis (co-edited with X. Shen, 2010) and Borrowing Strength: Theory Powering Applications
– A Festschrift for Lawrence D. Brown (co-edited
with J. Berger and I. M. Johnstone, 2010). [HONORS AND AWARDS] Professor Cai is the recipient of the 2008 COPSS Presidents' Award, a Fellow and a Medallion Lecturer of the Institute of
Mathematical Statistics. He has given over 25 plenary/keynote lectures at major international conferences including the distinguished lecture at the
1st IMS-Asia Paciﬁc Rim Meeting in June 2009, the
Medallion Lecture at the IMS Annual Meeting in
August 2009, the keynote address at the 9th German Open Conference on Probability and Statistics
in March 2010, the Forum Lecture at the 28th European Meeting of Statisticians in August 2010, the
Hermann Otto Hirschfeld Lectures at HumboldtUniversität zu Berlin in October 2012, the keynote
lecture at the 2014 ICSA Shanghai Statistics Conference in July 2014, the plenary lecture at the International Conference on Learning and Approximation in December 2014, and the plenary lecture
at the International Conference on Robust Statistics in January 2015. [EDITORIAL SERVICES] Editor, The Annals of Statistics, 2010-2012; Associate
Editor, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series B, 2014-2018; Associate Editor, The Annals
of Statistics, 2004-2009; Associate Editor, Journal
of the American Statistical Association, 2005-2010;
Associate Editor, Statistica Sinica, 2005-2011; Associate Editor, Statistics Surveys, 2006-2009; Editorial Board, Frontiers of Statistics (book series),
2008-Present; Guest Editor, Statistica Sinica Special Issue on Multiscale Methods; Guest Editor, J.
Nonparametric Statistics Special Issue for the Inaugural IMS-China Conference. [PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES] Program Committee, Joint Meeting between the IMS and Australian Statistical Conference, 2014; Publications Committee, Bernoulli Society, 2011-2014; COPSS Presidents' Award Committee, 2009-2012, 2014, Chair, 2012; Council of the
Institute of Mathematical Statistics, 2010-2012; Program Committee, 8th World Congress in Probability and Statistics, Istanbul, Turkey, 2012; Commit46
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tee on Special Lectures, Institute of Mathematical
Statistics, 2008-2012; Committee on Nominations,
Institute of Mathematical Statistics, 2008-2009; CoChair, Scientiﬁc Committee, IMS-China International Conference, Weihai, China, 2009; Scientiﬁc
Committee, IMS-China International Conference,
Hangzhou, China, 2008; Program Chair, IMS Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City, 2007; Committee to
Select Editors, Institute of Mathematical Statistics,
2000-2003. [ICSA ACTIVITIES] Life member of
ICSA; Member, Board of Directors, 2009-2011; Associate Editor, Statistica Sinica, 2005-2011.
[STATEMENT] I am very grateful to be nominated
as a candidate for the ICSA President. As a longtime member, I have actively participated in ICSA
activities including serving on the Board of Directors and as an Associate Editor for the ICSA ﬂagship journal, Statistica Sinica. The emergence of the
Age of Big Data presents unprecedented opportunities and challenges to statisticians and also to ICSA
as a learned society. The ﬁeld of statistics is undergoing rapid developments, from new theories
and new methodologies for high-dimensional statistical inference to exciting new applications in a
wide range of areas including genomics, personalized medicine, and internet commerce. These developments have signiﬁcant impact on the future
directions of ICSA.
If elected, I will promote the ICSA's role in the
fast-developing ﬁeld of data science by sponsoring
a range of activities including conferences and short
courses. These activities will also help ICSA attract
new members who do not necessarily view themselves as statisticians in the conventional sense, including researchers in computer science and electrical engineering who have signiﬁcant interest in
statistics. If elected, I will also continue the current
eﬀort of launching the ICSA Shanghai Chapter to
seek broader collaborations with statistical communities in mainland China. ICSA can play an important role in nurturing new researchers. If elected, I
will make my best eﬀort to start a new conference
series modeled after the European Young Statisticians Meetings and The IMS New Researchers Conference. The goal of the conference is to foster interaction and networking among new researchers in
probability and statistics from diﬀerent regions, including the US, Canada, mainland China, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, and Singapore. As a featured ICSA
conference, it will provide a platform for ICSA to
nurture new researchers and to attract new members.
© www.icsa.org
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Candidates for 2016 Biometrics
Section Chair
1. WANG, Liqun
[PRESENT POSITION] Liqun Wang is a professor
of statistics at the University of Manitoba, Canada.
Prior to this position he was an assistant professor at
University of Basel, Switzerland, and post-doctoral
research associate at Universities of Dortmund and
Hannover, Germany. He was also a guest professor at TU Dortmund University, a visiting professor
at Vienna University of Economics and Business, a
visiting scholar at University of Southern California - Los Angeles, University of California - Berkeley, and University of Toronto. [DEGREES] Liqun
obtained his Bachelor's degree in applied mathematics at Northern Jiaotong University, Beijing,
and Master's degree in statistics at Beijing Normal
University, and a PhD in statistics and econometrics at the Vienna University of Technology, Austria. In addition, he has a Postgraduate Diploma
in mathematical and computer sciences at the Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna. He speaks
Chinese, English and German. [FIELDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Liqun's research
interests include identiﬁcation and estimation in
nonlinear systems, measurement error (errors in
variables) problem in regression models, boundary
crossing probabilities (ﬁrst passage time) of diﬀusion processes, Monte Carlo simulation methods
in statistical computation and optimization, and
high-dimensional data assimilation. He is also interested in biostatistics, econometrics, as well as
statistical applications in engineering optimization,
environmental, as well as medical and health sciences. He has been an Editor-in-Chief of Springer
journal Statistical Papers, an Associate Editor of
Canadian Journal of Statistics, and a Guest Editor
of Quality Technology and Quantitative Management. He has been a committee member of the
Discovery Grants Evaluation Group for Mathematics and Statistics of the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
[PUBLICATIONS] Liqun has published over 40 refereed articles, mainly in statistics and econometrics journals including Annals of Statistics, Statistica
Sinica, Annals of the Institute of Statistical Mathematics, Statistics in Biosciences, Journal of Biometrics and Biostatistics, Journal of Applied Probability, Journal of Econometrics, and Econometric
Theory. [ICSA ACTIVITES AND OFFICE HELD]
Liqun has organized invited sessions at the 9th
ICSA International Conference in 2013, and the 2nd
© www.icsa.org

ICSA-Canada Chapter Statistics and Data Science
Symposium in 2015. He is a permanent member
of the ICSA. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] Liqun has chaired the Research Committee
and served on the Board of Directors of the Statistical Society of Canada. He has co-organized workshops at the Banﬀ International Research Station
for Mathematical Innovation and Discovery (BIRS)
in Alberta, and at the Fields Institute in Toronto.
Liqun is an Elected Member of the International Statistical Institute.

2. LUO, Sheng
[PRESENT POSITION] Sheng Luo is an Assistant
Professor (will be Associate Professor with tenure
starting from September 2015) in the Department
of Biostatistics, The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston. [DEGREES] He earned a
B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering, two M.S. degrees in Mechanical Engineering and Mathematics/Statistics, respectively, and a Ph.D. in Biostatistics from The Johns Hopkins University. [FIELDS
OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] His research interests include the longitudinal and survival data analysis, Bayesian methods, and clinical trials methodology. [PUBLICATIONS] He published many articles in peer-reviewed journals including JASA, Biometrics, Statistical Science, Statistics in Medicine, Statistical Methods in Medical Research, JAMA, and MDS. He has made numerous
presentations on a wide variety of statistical topics and their applications, in national and international, statistical and medical meetings. [ICSA
ACTIVITES AND OFFICES HELD] He presented
at the Third Joint Biostatistics Symposium held at
Chengdu, China in June 2014. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] He currently serves at ENAR
Regional Advisory Board, ASA Biometric section
publication oﬃcer, The Movement Disorder Society (MDS) Scales Development Committee, and The
Parkinson Study Group Scientiﬁc Review Committee.

Candidates for Directors of the
ICSA Board (2016-2018)
1. WANG, Shuang
[PRESENT POSITION] Shuang Wang is an Associate Professor in the Department of Biostatistics at
Columbia University. Prior to joining the Columbia
University in 2004, she worked at Pﬁzer as a man47
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ager. [DEGREES] She earned a B.S. degree in Biology from the University of Science and Technology of China (USTC) and a Ph.D. in Biostatistics
from Yale University. [FIELDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Her research interests include statistical methods to analyze DNA methylation data, analysis and study designs in genomewide association studies (GWAS) and analysis of
sequencing data. She has been a Co-Guest Editor of Frontiers in Genetics for Frontiers in Genetics Special Issue on 2013. She published more than
90 of articles in peer-reviewed journals and made
many presentations on the statistical methods she
developed on genetics and epigenetics within and
outside Columbia University, in national and international, statistical and human genetics meetings. [ICSA ACTIVITES AND OFFICES HELD]
None. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES]
She served on Program Committee for the 3rd International Congress on Image and Signal Processing
(CISP 2010) and the 3rd International Conference
on BioMedical Engineering and Informatics (BMEI
2010), October 2010, Yantai, China. She is also an Invited speaker at several ICSA applied statistics symposiums, and at International Genetic Epidemiology Society meeting.

2. MA, Yanyuan
[PRESENT POSITION] Yanyuan Ma is Professor in
the Department of Statistics at the University of
South Carolina. Prior to joining USC in 2014, she
was professor in the Department of Statistics at the
Texas A&M University. She has a B.S. degree in
Mathematics from Beijing University, and a Ph.D.
in Applied Mathematics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. [FIELDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Her research interests include Semiparametrics, Measurement error models, Mixed sample problems, Latent variable models, Dimension reduction , Selection bias and Skewelliptical distributions. She is Associate Editor for
the Journal of the Royal Statistics Society, Series B
(JRSSB), Annals of the institute of statistical mathematics (AISM), Stat. [PUBLICATIONS] She published 67 articles in statistics, many of them are in
top tier journals, and made numerous presentations
in national and international statistical meetings
and departmental colloquia. [ICSA ACTIVITES
AND OFFICE HELD] She organized an invited session in ICSA meeting held in New York City 2012.
[RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] She organized many invited sessions in international and
national meetings. She is an elected member of ISI.
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3. YANG, Bo
[PRESENT POSITION] Bo Yang, Ph.D., Global
Head of Statistics. AbbVie. North Chicago, IL.
[FORMER POSITIONS]: Senior Director and Therapeutic area head for Respiratory and Immunology, BARDS, Merck (03/2009 —5/2012); Associate Director and Therapeutic area head for Cardiovascular and Metabolic Syndrome, Biostatistics, Schering-Plough Research Institute (1/1999 —
3/2009). [DEGREES] Ph.D. in Statistics, University
of Rochester, 1999; M.S. in Probability and Statistics,
Concordia University, 1993; B.S. in Applied Mathematics, Chengdu University of Science and Technology, 1986. [FILEDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL
ACTIVITIES] Dr. Yang has over 16 years of pharmaceutical industry experience and has led or been involved in several major worldwide regulatory submissions in various therapeutic areas and product approvals. His research interests include adaptive design, multiplicity, Bayesian analysis, noninferiority design, enrichment design, general clinical trial design and strategy. [PUBLICATIONS] Dr.
Yang has published over 25 peer-reviewed research
papers in journals including JASA, JBS, Probability and Statistics letter, and various leading medical journals. In addition, he has contributed to
15+ oral and poster presentations at major statistical
and medical conferences. [ICSA ACTIVITIES] Dr.
Yang established the ICSA Midwest local chapter in
2015, and served as the ICSA fund-raising committee. He presented numerous times at ICSA symposiums. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES]
Dr. Yang is currently Chair of ICSA Midwest local
chapter, member of ENAR fundraising committee.
He is currently served or has served as the member
in several working group including DIA Bayesian
Working Group and SPERT.

4. WANG, Junyuan (Jerry)
[PRESENT POSITION] Junyuan Wang, Ph.D., is
Head of Biostatistics and Programming China,
Merck Serono. [FORMER POSITIONS]: GBS Lead
for ELIQUIS, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Pennington,
NJ (9/2011-6/2014); Therapeutic area heads for
Hematology and Bone, Global Biostatistics and Programming, Wyeth Research (10/2007 —09/2011);
Director of Biostatistics,The Medicines Company
(1/2006 —10/2007); Sr. Biometrician (9/2004 —
1/2006), Biometrician (6/2001 —8/2004) Merck &
Co., (6/2001—1/2006). [DEGREES] Ph.D. in Statistics, Iowa State University, 2000; M.S. in Statistics, Iowa State University, 1998; B.S. in Mathe© www.icsa.org
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matics, University of Science and Technology of
China, 1994. [FILEDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL
ACTIVITIES] Dr. Wang's research interest includes
adaptive designs, non-inferiority study design and
analyses, multiple regional clinical trials, metaanalyses, and survey sampling. [PUBLICATIONS]
Dr. Wang has published over 10 peer-reviewed research papers in journals including JASA, Statistics
in Medicine, and various leading medical journals.
He is also an author of 3 book chapters. In addition,
he has contributed to over 50 oral and poster presentations at major statistical and medical conferences.
[ICSA ACTIVITIES] Dr. Wang has supported ICSA
fund-raising activities and gave presentations at
ICSA symposiums. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL
ACTIVITIES] Dr. Wang is currently President of
Princeton-Trenton chapter of the ASA, Executive
Committee Member of ASA Biopharmaceutical Section, Associate Editor of ASA Biopharmaceutical
Section Report, member of scientiﬁc program committee for 2015 International Society for Biopharmaceutical Statistics meeting, and member of program committee of DIA China Quantitative Science
Forum (QSF). He was Chair of JSM Biopharmaceutical Section Poster Award Committee (2012-2014)
and member of QSPI (part of the Society for Clinical Trials Society) multiplicity working group.

5. ZHANG, Helen
[PRESENT POSITION] Helen Zhang is Professor of
Department of Mathematics, Professor of Statistics
Graduate Program at University of Arizona (UA).
Prior to joining UA in 2011, she was Associate Professor of Department of Statistics at North Carolina State University. [DEGREES] She earned a
B.S. degree in Mathematics from Peking University,
China, and a Ph.D. degree in Statistics from University of Wisconsin-Madison. [FIELDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Her research interests include nonparametric smoothing, variable
selection, statistical machine learning, high dimensional analysis, and their biomedical applications.
She has been serving as Associate Editor for multiple leading statistics and biostatistics journals,
including Journal of American Statistical Association (JASA), 2008-present, Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics (JCGS), 2012-present,
Biometrics, 2008-2014, Statistical Analysis and Data
Mining, 2012-present; Editor for Stat, 2015-present.
[PUBLICATIONS] She has published more than
ﬁfty research articles in peer-reviewed journals,
making numerous theoretical and methodological contributions in her research areas, and co© www.icsa.org

authored the book "Principles and Theory for Data
Mining and Machine Learning" published in 2009
(Springer Statistical Series). She has given numerous invited talks and presentations at national
and international meetings, workshops, and institutional colloquia. [ICSA ACTIVITES AND OFFICES
HELD] She organized and chaired invited sessions
for 2007 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium in
Raleigh, NC; she taught a short course "Statistical Machine Learning in Modern Data Analysis"
at 2012 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium held
in Boston, MA. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] She has taken various oﬃcer positions
in professional societies, including Regional Advisory Board, ENAR, 2004-2007; Publication Oﬃcer, ASA Section on Nonparametric Statistics, 20112014, Council of Sections Representative, ASA Section on Statistical Learning and Data Mining, 2014present; has served on various committees, including ASA COWIS-Gertrude Cox Scholarship Committee, 2014-present, Executive Board Representative at large, ASA Caucus for Women in Statistics, 2015-present, JSM Student Best Paper Award
Committee, ASA Section on Nonparametric Statistics, 2012; served on scientiﬁc program and organizational committees of professional meetings,
including IMS Co-Chair of 2010 ENAR, Interface
Foundation annual meeting, 2008, Southern Regional Council on Statistics (SRCOS) Summer Research Conference, 2010, Artiﬁcial Intelligence and
Statistics annual meetings (AISTAT), 2007-2011, INFORMS annual meeting, 2013, Workshop on Nonparametric Statistics for Big Data, 2014, International Symposium of Biopharmaceutical Statistics
(ISBS), 2014-present; chaired Contributed Sessions
at annual JSM meetings. Her research has been
funded by NSF, NIH, NSA; she received the NSF
CAREER award in 2007.

6. WANG, Huixia (Judy)
[PRESENT POSITION] Huixia (Judy) Wang is Associate Professor of Statistics at George Washington University. She was Assistant Professor from
2006 to 2012 and Associate Professor from 2012 to
2014 in the Department of Statistics at North Carolina State University. [DEGREES] She earned a
B.S. and a M.S. degree in Statistics from Fudan
University in 1999 and 2002, respectively, and a
Ph.D. degree in Statistics from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2006. [FIELDS OF
MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Her research
interests include quantile regression, semiparametric and nonparametric methods, variable selection
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and inference, longitudinal data analysis, measurement error, bioinformatics, survival analysis, extreme value theory. She has been an Associate Editor for Journal of American Statistical Association
T&M (JASA) since 2011, Associate Editor for Annals of Statistics since 2013, Associate Editor for
JASA & TAS Review since 2013, Associate Editor
for Stat since 2015, and Guest Editor for the Computational Statistics and Data Analysis (CSDA) Special Issue on Quantile Regression and Semiparametric Methods in 2010. She received the Tweedie
New Researcher Award from Institute of Mathematical Statistics, and the NSF CARRER award in
2012. [PUBLICATIONS] She has published more
than 40 papers in major statistical and biomedical journals, including JASA, Annals of Statistics,
Biometrika, Biometrics, Statistica Sinica, Statistics
in Biosciences, etc., and coauthored a number of
papers in scientiﬁc journals including Toxicological
Sciences, Chromosome Research, Journal of Neurooncology, Neural Information Processing Systems,
Journal of Wildlife Management etc. A list of her
publications can be found at http://home.gwu
.edu/~judywang/. [ICSA ACTIVITES AND OFFICES HELD] She served on the 2012 ICSA program
committee, and was the 2011 ICSA Program Chair
for JSM. She has organized a number of invited sessions, and spoke in several invited sessions of ICSA
Applied Statistics Symposium. She was also the
recipient of J.P. Hsu award for excellent research
in 2006. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES]
She has been the Treasurer of Nonparametric Section of American Statistical Association (ASA) since
2014, and has been serving on the ASA Committee
on Women in Statistics since 2013. She served on
the program committee of the 2014 Conference Celebrating Women in Statistics; organizing committee
of 2012 International Conference of Robust Statistics; organizing committee of the 2012 ENAR Junior Researcher's Workshop; program committee of
the 2011 ENAR Spring Meeting; the 2010 ASA General Methodology Program Chair of JSM. She also
organized and chaired numerous invited sessions
for JSM, ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium, International Indian Statistical Association Conference,
International Conference on Advances in Interdisciplinary Statistics and Combinatorics, ISI World
Statistics Congress, IMS China conference, etc.

7. CHIANG, Alan Y.
[PRESENT POSITION] Senior Research Advisor,
Global Statistical Sciences, Eli Lilly and Company. [FORMER POSITIONS] Research Advi50
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sor (2010-2014), Principal Research Scientist (20072010), Senior Research Scientist (2004-2007), and Research Scientist (2002-2004), Global Statistical Sciences, Eli Lilly and Company; Research Consultant (1999-2002), Spectra (Nielsen) Company. [DEGREES] Ph.D. in Statistics, University of WisconsinMadison, 1999; M.S. in Statistics, National Sun YatSen University, 1994; B.S. in Applied Mathematics, National Chiao-Tung University, 1990. [FIELDS
OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Clinical
trials, longitudinal data analysis, Bayesian methods, and nonparametric regression models. [SELECTED PUBLICATIONS] Author of 30+ statistical
and medical journal publications and book chapters, including Statistics in Medicine, American
Statistician, Journal of Biopharmaceutical Statistics,
Statistics in Biopharmaceutical Research, Journal of
Pharmacological and Toxicological Methods, Toxicological Sciences, Journal of Bone and Mineral
Research, Bone, and Osteoporosis International.
[ICSA ACTIVITIES] Member of ICSA; Member of
Program Committee, Joint Conference by ICSA and
ISBS, 2013; Session Organizer/Chair, ICSA Applied
Statistics Symposium, 2012-2014. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] Member of Cardiovascular Safety Pro-Arrhythmia Project Committee, International Life Science Institute/Health and Environmental Science Institute; Member of Technical
Committee, PhRMA Cross-Company Abuse Liability Consortium; Member of several program and organizing committees, including Safety Pharmacology Society, Midwest Biopharmaceutical Statistics
Workshop (Chair), FDA-Industry Statistics Workshop, and International Society for Biopharmaceutical Statistics.

8. TIAN, Lu
[PRESENT POSITION] Dr. Lu Tian is an Associate Professor at the Department of Health Research and Policy, Stanford University. Prior to
joining Stanford in 2008, he worked at the Department of Preventive Medicine, Northwestern University as an Assistant Professor. [DEGREES] He
earned his Doctor of Science degree in Biostatistics from Harvard University in 2002 and M.S. degrees in Mathematics from Nankai University in
1998. [FIELDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] His research interests include the clinical trial
design, meta analysis, survival analysis, semiparametric modelling, resampling method, personalized medicine and high throughput data analysis.
He is also the one of editors for Advanced Medical Statistics (2nd edition). [PUBLICATIONS] He
© www.icsa.org
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published many articles in peer-reviewed journals
such as JASA, Biometrika, Biostatistics et al and
made numerous presentations on the novel statistical methodology in national and international, statistical and medical meetings. He also taught several short courses on meta analysis, survival analysis and personalized medicine in various meetings. [ICSA ACTIVITES AND OFFICES HELD]
He served as ICSA representative in the organizing
committee of the Joint Statistical Meeting 2013. He
was the Chair for Short Course Committee, International Chinese Statistical Association (ICSA), 2012
Applied Statistical Symposium, Boston. [RELATED
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] He has served as
the Chair for the Continuing Education and Short
Courses Committee, American Statistical Association Bay Area Chapter since 2012. He also served
in the organizing committee of the Third International Biostatistical Workshop and The Fourteenth
Asia Paciﬁc Bioinformatics Conference.

9. LUO, Xiaolong
[PRESENT POSITION] Xiaolong Luo is a Senior Director in Statistics with Celgene Corporation. Prior
to joining Celgene, he was a Director in statistics
with Johnson & Johnson and a Senior Research Biostatistician with Bristol-Meyers Squibb. He served
as a faculty member at St Jude Children's Research
Hospital before joining the industry. [DEGREES]
He received a BS in Applied Mathematics and a MS
in Probability and Statistics from Peking University
and a Ph.D. in Probability and Statistics from Cornell University. He also held a MBA in Finance from
University of Connecticut. [FIELDS OF MAJOR
STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] His research interest
includes general design and analysis of clinical trials, survival analysis, subgroup analysis, and adaptive design. [PUBLICATIONS] He has more than
50 publications in peer-reviewed journals including
Journal of Clinical Oncology, Blood, Biometrika,
and Annals of Probability. He also made numerous presentations on various topics of clinical study
design and data analysis in national and international meetings. [ICSA ACTIVITES AND OFFICES
HELD] He organized invited sessions for the ICSA
programs and was active at fund raising to support
ICSA meetings. He was in the program committee
for 2014 ICSA/KISS joint symposium. [RELATED
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] He has been active
in promoting proper use of statistics and development of junior statisticians in pharmaceutical statistics. He served as referees for medical and statistics
journals including Journal of Clinical Oncology and
© www.icsa.org

Statistics and Medicine. He participated PhRMA
Workstreams for MRCT consistency and Managing
Regional Heterogeneity. He served as ASA Western
Tennessee Chapter Vice President (1997) and ASA
New Jersey Chapter Secretary (2010).

10. HUANG, Chiung-Yu
[PRESENT POSITION] Chiung-Yu Huang is Associate Professor of Oncology and Biostatistics at the
Johns Hopkins University. [DEGREES] She holds
B.S. and M.S. degrees in Mathematics from the National Tsing-Hua University in Taiwan, and a Ph.D.
in Biostatistics from the Johns Hopkins University.
[FIELDS OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES]
Her main area of research is in general biostatistics
methodology and its application to biomedical sciences. She has extensive experience in methodology development related to survival outcomes, recurrent events, competing risks, longitudinal measurements, missing data, and monitoring of clinical trials. She serves as co-leader of the Survival,
Longitudinal and Multivariate (SLAM) Data working group at the Department of Biostatistics, Associate Editor for Lifetime Data Analysis and for
Statistics in Biosciences, and Co-Guest Editor for
LIDA Special Issue on outcome dependent sampling. She was a mathematical statistician at the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) between 2004 and 2013, where she
worked closely with both extramural and intramural scientists on design, conduct, monitoring, analysis and presentation of clinical trials and laboratory studies, with a focus on inﬂuenza and malaria
research. [PUBLICATIONS] Dr. Huang has developed novel approaches for analyzing recurrent
event data and panel count data under informative censoring, where a dependent terminal event,
such as death, precludes further occurrence of the
recurrent events of interest. Her recent work includes new approaches for eﬃcient estimation with
length-biased survival data from prevalent cohort
studies by incorporating external information about
the pattern of disease incidence, a new framework
for modeling recurrent event processes, modeling
and estimation of the gap times between consecutive recurrent events, and evaluating treatment effects in pretest-posttest studies. Her research has
led to a number of publications in prestigious statistical and medical journals. [ICSA ACTIVITES AND
OFFICES HELD] She has organized and chaired invited sessions for several ICSA Applied Statistics
Symposiums. [RELATED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] She served as a Statistical Reviewer for
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Infectious Disease Clinical Research Program (IDCRP) of NIAID and the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, and Division of Allergy, Immunology, and Transplantation (DAIT),
Laboratory of Host Defenses (LHD), and Laboratory of Immunogenetics (LIG) of NIAID. She served
as a Grant Reviewer for Health Care Eﬃciency Research Program, Organization for Health Research
and Development (ZonMw), Netherlands. She is
currently a member of the Clinical Research Review
Committee (CRC) at the Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center.

11. TAN, Ming T.
[PRESENT POSITION] Professor (tenured) and
Chair of the Department of Biostatistics, Bioinformatics and Biomathematics at Georgetown University Medical Center (2012-Present). CoDirector of
the biostatistics and bioinformatics unit, Georgetown Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center
(2012-Present). [PREVIOUS POSITIONS] Head,
Division of Biostatistics, University of Maryland
Greenebaum Cancer Center (2002-2009) and Head,
Division of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics (20092012), University of Maryland School of Medicine.
Professor in Biostatistics, Department of Epidemiology and Public Health (2002-2012, tenured 2005).
Associate Member/Professor of Biostatistics at the
Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital and director of
Biostatistics for the St Jude Program in Developmental Therapeutics for Solid Malignancies. Assistant (1990-1996) and Associate Staﬀ/Professor
(1996-1997) of Biostatistics, Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology at The Cleveland Clinic.
[DEGREES] Ph.D. in Statistics, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana, USA (1990). MS in Mathematical Statistics from joint statistics program of
Central China Normal University and Wuhan University (1986) and BS in Computational Mathematics from Wuhan University (1982). [FIELDS
OF MAJOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES] Methodological research interests include adaptive and
biomarker targeted designs for clinical trials phase
I-III, and predictive analysis and subgroup identiﬁcations in clinical trials with biomarkers; statistical design and analysis of multidrug combinations integrating concepts in pharmacology, system
biology and modern statistical theory, and number theoretic methods; and methods for the design and analysis of high dimensional genomics
data in cancer epidemiology, all funded by the NCI
and NHLBI. Additional methodological interests
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include the evaluation of biomarkers and diagnostic tests with random-eﬀects models and applied
Bayesian methods. Statistical application project
activities include directing statistical centers for
multi-center clinical trials, developing design and
statistical analysis plan for translational and clinical research studies. [PUBLICATIONS] Dr. Tan
has over 170 publications with 80 peer-reviewed
papers in statistical/biostatistical method journals
such as Biometrics, Statistica Sinica, Statistics in
Medicine, BMC Bioinformatics, Journal of Computational Biology, Evolutionary Bioinformatics, Statistical Methods in Medical Research, Journal of
Clinical Trials, Contemporary Clinical Trials, Journal of Applied Statistics, Statistics and Its Interface,
The American Statistician, Scandinavia Journal of
Statistics, Journal of Multivariate Analysis, Annals
of the Institute of Statistical Mathematics, Journal of
Biopharmaceutical Statistics, Statistics in Biopharmaceutical Research, and Pharmaceutical Statistics
and over 80 medical papers in New England Journal of Medicine, Nature Medicine, Proceedings of
National Academy of Sciences, Journal of Clinical Oncology, The Lancet Oncology, Blood, Circulation, Kidney International, Journal of Infectious
Diseases, Cancer, Clinical Cancer Research, Cancer
Chemotherapy and Pharmacology, and Oncogene.
He has co-authored a statistics book, the Tan, Tian
and Ng: Bayesian Missing Data Problems (2009)
addressing some fundamental and applied statistical problems. [ICSA ACTIVITIES AND OFFICES
HELD] Permanent member of ICSA and Membership and Awards Committees (2004). Organizer
and chair of many invited Paper Session of ICSA
applied statistics symposium (most recently 2015).
[PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES] Dr. Tan is Fellow
of the American Statistical Association (ASA, 2007),
and elected member of the International Statistical Institute (1999). He has been associate editor
of Statistics in Medicine, Biometrics, Communications in Statistics: Theory and Methods, Journal
of Integrative Medicine and Drug Design, Development and Therapy. Dr. Tan has received multiple NIH grant awards (including RO1s) as Principal Investigators, served on multiple NIH and
NCI review panels such as the P30. He serves
as member or chair on multiple Data and Safety
Monitoring Boards for NIH (Hematology, Gene and
Cellular Therapy) and pharmaceutical companies.
He has been a member of FDA CDER dermatology and ophthalmology advisory committee (19992003, 2012-Present). He has been organizer of multiple invited paper session for International Biometrics Society (IBS) ENAR Meetings and JSMs. He
© www.icsa.org
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currently serves as on the IBS Editorial Advisory
Committee and had served on ASA's Committee
on Publications (2007-2009) and President of ASA's
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Western Tennessee Chapter (1999-2001). He serves
on the Internal Advisory Board for the Georgetown
Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center.

Report from the ICSA-Midwest Chapter
Bo Yang and Lanju Zhang
An ICSA chapter at the US heartland was ﬁrst conceived in September 2014. In October, a founding committee was established, including statistical
professionals from industries and academia in the
Midwest. The committee drafted the bylaws of the
chapter and made a formal proposal for establishing the ICSA Midwest Chapter to the ICSA Board
in late 2014. During the proposal review, the ICSA
board requested the founding committee to provide
a list of potential chapter members to ensure the
chapter's success once it is approved. In February
2015, the Midwest Chapter was approved. In March
2015, the Chapter was incorporated in Illinois.
The founding committee members became the
ﬁrst executive oﬃcers of the Chapter. Bo Yang and
Lanju Zhang, from AbbVie, are the Chapter chair
and secretary respectively. Ying Zhang, from Indiana University, is the treasurer. Haoda Fu from
Ely Lilly and company and Annie Qu from University of Illinois are program committee chairs.
Ming-Dauh Wang from Ely Lilly and Company and
Lingsong Zhang from Purdue University are the
membership committee chairs. Geographically, the
chapter includes 11 states, which are Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin.
The Midwest Chapter is committed to provide
a forum for statistical professionals in the Midwest
to share knowledge and experiences and network
for collaboration. To this end, the Chapter will organize an annual chapter meeting, with the ﬁrst
one scheduled on October 25 to October 26, 2015.

© www.icsa.org

Now the Chapter meeting organization is progressing well, with a half day short course on data mining techniques by Professor Ji Zhu from University
of Michigan and 6 parallel sessions the next day.
To learn more about the chapter and its annual
meeting, please visit the webpage http://icsa
-midwest.org.
The Chapter was made possible with a lot of
help from ICSA oﬃcers such as Wei Shen, Zhezhen
Jin, and Linda Yau. More volunteers are needed
to the Chapter’s success. For example, one of the
initiative of the Chapter is to ﬁnd a contact person
from each organization with statistical professionals in the Midwest. If you or someone you know
wants to be a contact person, please let us know.

Bo Yang, Ph.D.
Chair, ICSA-Midwest Chapter
Global Head, Statistics
Data and Statistical Sciences
AbbVie

Lanju Zhang, Ph.D.
Secretary, ICSA-Midwest Chapter
Director, Statistics
Data and Statistical Sciences
AbbVie
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Report from OICSA
Lili Yu
Dear ICSA members,
Including the successful Joint 24th ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium and 13th Graybill Conference held in Fort Collins, Colorado, the oﬃce of
ICSA has served the symposium for eight years. In
addition to help preparing the symposium, the ofﬁce of ICSA also brings some free ICSA publications, such as ICSA Bulletin and Journals, to distribute. Everyone is welcome to the registration
desk to pickup free ICSA publications.
Jingxian Cai, a Dr.P.H. student in the department of Biostatistics at Georgia Southern University, has worked for the oﬃce of ICSA ﬁve years.
She will graduate this August and Congjian Liu will
be the new graduate assistant for the oﬃce of ICSA.
Jingxian has been a great help and made a great contribution to the oﬃce of ICSA. We wish her the best
in her future career and welcome Congjian to join
the oﬃce group of ICSA.
The oﬃce maintains the ICSA website http:
//www.icsa.org. The staﬀs in the oﬃce group
try their best to provide timely, accurate, informative WebPages for all members. As ICSA grows and
more and more information is available, we will design the WebPages more clear, so that you can easily
ﬁnd the information you are looking for. We welcome any comments and suggestions you may have
on the design or wordings related to the ICSA webpage.
In order to better enjoy your beneﬁts as members of ICSA, we remind you to update your information in a timely fashion on the ICSA website.
To update your information, please go to the Members Only Area http://icsa.org/a/member/
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m_login.jsp. Then use your registered email address to login to your account. Follow the tab there
if you forgot your password. If you forgot your
registered email address, please contact us to obtain. In addition to updating the information, you
can access two ICSA journals – Statistica Sinica and
Statistics in Biosciences after you login. We hope all
members provide us their correct information, so
you can be better served.
ICSA provides the service to post advertisements related to the profession of Statistics. We post
the advertisements in the newsletter, ICSA website and Bulletin. Two types of advertisement services and payment options are oﬀered. You can
ﬁnd the details at http://www.icsa.org/bul
letin/ad.html. ICSA welcomes the submissions
of advertisements and invites those who are looking for a job to visit the ICSA website, http://ww
w.icsa.org/job/index.html, and look at our
newsletter and Bulletin.
To provide excellent service to all members, the
oﬃce of ICSA would like to hear any suggestions
or ideas on improving the work and functionality
of the oﬃce. Please feel free to contact and discuss
with us any issues you may have related to the work
of the oﬃce.
Lili Yu, Ph.D.
OICSA
Associate Professor
Department of Biostatistics
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public
Health
Georgia Southern University

© www.icsa.org
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Report from the 2015 ICSA/Graybill Joint
Conference
Naitee Ting
The 24th ICSA annual symposium was combined
with the 13th Graybill Conference. This Joint Conference took place June 14-17, 2015 at Fort Collins,
CO. About 450 people from all over the world participated in this joint conference - attendees came
from North/South America, Asia, Europe, Africa,
and Australia – this is a truly international conference. Venue for this conference is the newly renovated Lory Student Center of Colorado State University. Joint Conference participants enjoyed the
impressive new facilities, and the nice Colorado
weather during these few days.
The Executive Committee put together a very
strong program including 7 short courses, two Plenary Presentations, one Plenary Leadership Forum,
94 scientiﬁc sessions, student paper presentations,
posters and social events. The keynote speech was
delivered by Professor Susan Murphy (University
of Michigan), the Graybill Plenary speech was presented by Professor Richard Davis (Columbia University). Three panelists (Professor Xiao-Li Meng
representing academia, Dr. Greg Campbell representing government, and Dr. Janet Wittes representing industry/business) participated in the Plenary Leadership Forum moderated by Dr. Wei
Shen (Eli Lilly), who is the 2015 President of ICSA.
The scientiﬁc program mainly covers two broad
statistical application areas – those topics relating
to bio-pharmaceutical applications, and those are
non-bio-pharmaceutical applications. This Joint
Conference provided abundant opportunities for
participants to engage, learn and network. Social
events in this 2015 Joint Conference include mixer
(Sunday, June 14 evening), banquet (Tuesday, June
16 – banquet speaker was Dr. Howard Wainer) and
three excursion programs. Selected pictures of the
2015 ICSA/Graybill Joint Conference are printed in
the inside cover of this Bulletin.
Before coming to this Joint Conference, some of
my friends who were unable to make it told me
that they hoped this conference would be a successful event. As a statistician, I began to think –
how to measure "success" for a conference? It oc-
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curred to me that a conference can only be successful if it serves the needs of conference participants.
On this basis, I sampled some of the participants'
opinion regarding this joint conference. Either being polite, or being honest, most of them told me
that they enjoyed this conference very much. On
this basis, I would consider we had a successful 2015
ICSA/Graybill Joint Conference.
Committee members worked very hard to put
this conference together. I am very grateful of their
eﬀort and their dedications. Every one made important and meaningful contributions. I hope to
thank all of them. In particular, I hope to thank
Jim zumBrunnen, and Fang Yu. Jim co-chaired the
Local Committee, and he delayed his retirement so
that he can ensure the success of this joint conference. Fang (Chair of the Program Book Committee) has been working tirelessly in updating the program book so that it reﬂects the latest conference
schedule. Up to the time when the joint conference
was taking place, there were still changes in speakers and session chairs. Fang was able to catch all of
these changes so that the most up to date version
of the program book was posted on the conference
web. To me, this entire process of both preparation
for and participation in the 2015 Joint Conference
has been a very gratifying experience. Personally,
I hope to thank all of the committee members, the
speakers, the conference participants, and all of the
helpers behind the scene to make this Joint Conference successful. I truly appreciate everyone's support.
I also hope to welcome all of you to support and
to attend the 2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium (June 12-15, 2016, Atlanta, GA).

Naitee Ting, Ph.D.
Chair, Executive Committee of the
2015 ICSA/Graybill Joint Conference
Biostatistics
Boehringer-Ingelheim
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2015 Student Paper Awards and Travel
Grants Recipients
Shuangge Ma
A student paper competition was held for the Joint
24th ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium and 13th
Graybill Conference. The number of submissions
was much higher than the previous years, and all of
the submissions are of very high quality. The student paper award committee consists of Dr. Gang
Li from UCLA, Dr. Tiejun Tong from Hong Kong
Baptist University, Dr. Ray Liu from Takeda, Dr.
Lili Yu from Georgia Southern University, and Dr.
Richard McNally from Covance Inc., and is chaired
by Dr. Shuangge Ma from Yale University. The
submissions went through two rounds of rigors,
blinded review. Eight winners were selected:
ICSA Student Travel Award:
• Yuan Huang, Pennsylvania State University
• Weichen Wang, Princeton University
• Chongliang Luo, University of Connecticut
• Yanping Liu, Temple University
• Yinfei Kong, University of Southern California
Jiann-Ping Hsu Pharmaceutical and Regulatory Sciences Student Paper Award:
• Yang Ni, Rice University
ASA Biopharmaceutical Award:
• Qingning Zhou, University of Missouri
• Wei Ding, University of Michigan
We thank all of the participants for their contributions and congratulate the eight winners for their
great achievements.
The abstracts of the winning papers are as follows.
Authors: Runze Li, Yuan Huang, Lan Wang and
Chen Xu
Title: Projection test for high-dimensional mean
vectors with optimal direction
Abstract: Testing the population mean is fundamental in statistical inference. When the dimensionality
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of a population is high, traditional Hotelling’s 𝑇 2
test becomes practically infeasible. In this paper, we
propose a new testing method for high-dimensional
mean vectors. The new method projects the original sample to a lower-dimensional space and carries
out a test with the projected sample. We derive the
theoretical optimal direction with which the projection test possesses the best power under alternatives. We further propose an estimation procedure for the optimal direction, so that the resulting
test is an exact t-test under the normality assumption and an asymptotic 𝜒2 -test with 1 degree of freedom without the normality assumption. Monte
Carlo simulation studies show that the new test can
be much more powerful than the existing methods, while it also well retains Type I error rate.The
promising performance of the new test is further illustrated in a real data example.
Authors: Jianqing Fan, Yuan Liao and Weichen
Wang
Title: Projected principal component analysis in factor models
Abstract: This paper introduces a Projected Principal Component Analysis (Projected-PCA), which
is based on the projection of the data matrix onto
a given linear space before performing the principal component analysis. When it applies to highdimensional factor analysis, the projection removes
idiosyncratic noisy components. We show that the
unobserved latent factors can be more accurately estimated than the conventional PCA if the projection is genuine, or more precisely, when the factor loading matrices are related to the projected linear space, and that they can be estimated accurately
when the dimensionality is large, even when the
sample size is ﬁnite. In an eﬀort to more accurately
estimating factor loadings, we propose a ﬂexible
semi-parametric factor model, which decomposes
the factor loading matrix into the component that
can be explained by subjectspeciﬁc covariates and
the orthogonal residual component. The covariates
eﬀect on the factor loadings are further modeled by
the additive model via sieve approximations. By using the newly proposed Projected-PCA, the rates of
convergence of the smooth factor loading matrices
are obtained, which are much faster than those of
the conventional factor analysis. The convergence is
achieved even when the sample size is ﬁnite and is
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particularly appealing in the high-dimension-lowsample-size situation. This leads us to developing
nonparametric tests on whether observed covariates have explaining powers on the loadings and
whether they fully explain the loadings. Finally, the
proposed method is illustrated by both simulated
data and the returns of the components of the S&P
500 index.
Authors: Chongliang Luo, Jin Liu, Dipak Dey and
Kun Chen
Title: Canonical variate regression
Abstract: In many ﬁelds, multi-view datasets, measuring multiple distinct but interrelated sets of
characteristics on the same set of subjects, together
with data on certain outcomes or phenotypes, are
routinely collected. For example, in cancer study,
microscopic organ tissue measurements, genetic
proﬁles, and organ function test results may all be
available. The objective in such a problem is often twofold: both to explore the association structures of multiple sets of measurements and to develop a parsimonious model for predicting the future outcomes. We study a uniﬁed canonical variate
regression framework to tackle the two problems
simultaneously, allowing them to ﬂexibly borrow
strength from each other and hence reinforce each
other. The proposed criterion integrates multiple
canonical correlation analysis with predictive modeling, balancing between the association strength
of the canonical variants and their joint predictive
power on the outcomes. Moreover, the proposed
criterion seeks multiple sets of canonical variates
simultaneously to enable the examination of their
joint eﬀects on the outcomes, and is able to handle
multivariate and non-Gaussian outcomes through
a general loss function formulation. The approach
thus successfully bridges the gap between an unsupervised canonical correlation analysis and a generalized reduced-rank regression method at two extremes. An eﬃcient algorithm based on the ideas
of variable splitting and Lagrangian multipliers is
developed. Simulation studies show superior performance of the proposed approach compared to
existing alternative methods. We showcase the effectiveness of the proposed approach in an alcohol
dependence study.
Authors: Yanping Liu, Sanat K. Sarkar and Zhigen
Zhao
Title: A new approach to multiple testing of
grouped hypotheses
Abstract: A new multiple testing method for
grouped hypotheses controlling false discoveries
is proposed. The method decomposes a posterior
© www.icsa.org
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measure of false discoveries across all hypotheses
into within- and between-group components allowing, unlike other methods in the literature, a portion of the overall FDR level to be used to maintain
control over within-group false discoveries. The
proposed method in its oracle form is optimal at
both within- and between-group levels of its application. Numerical calculations performed under two diﬀerent model assumptions, independent
and Markov dependent Bernoulli's, for the hidden
states of the within-group hypotheses show its superior performance over its competitors, especially
when only a few of the groups contain the signals,
as expected in many modern applications. We oﬀer
data-driven version of our proposed method under
the two models by estimating the model parameters
using EM algorithms and provide simulation evidence of its superior performance over these competitors. Two real data applications have also produced encouraging results for the method.
Authors: Yingying Fan, Yinfei Kong, Daoji Li and
Zemin Zheng
Title: Innovated interaction screening for highdimensional nonlinear classiﬁcation
Abstract: This paper is concerned with the problems
of interaction screening and nonlinear classiﬁcation
in high-dimensional setting. We propose a twostep procedure, IIS-SQDA, where in the ﬁrst step
an innovated interaction screening (IIS) approach
based on transforming the original p-dimensional
feature vector is proposed, and in the second step
a sparse quadratic discriminant analysis (SQDA)
is proposed for further selecting important interactions and main eﬀects and simultaneously conducting classiﬁcation. Our IIS approach screens important interactions by examining only p features
instead of all two-way interactions of order 𝑂(𝑝2 ).
Our theory shows that the proposed method enjoys sure screening property in interaction selection
in the high-dimensional setting of p growing exponentially with the sample size. In the selection and
classiﬁcation step, we establish a sparse inequality on the estimated coeﬃcient vector for QDA and
prove that the classiﬁcation error of our procedure
can be upper-bounded by the oracle classiﬁcation
error plus some smaller order term. Extensive simulation studies and real data analysis show that our
proposal compares favorably with existing methods in interaction selection and high-dimensional
classiﬁcation.
Authors: Yang Ni, Francesco Stingo and Veera Baladandayuthapani
Title: Bayesian nonlinear model selection for gene
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regulatory networks
Abstract: Gene regulatory networks represent the
regulatory relationships between genes and their
products and are important for exploring and deﬁning the underlying biological processes of cellular
systems. We develop a novel framework to recover
the structure of nonlinear gene regulatory networks
using semiparametric spline-based directed acyclic
graphical models. Our use of splines allows the
model to have both ﬂexibility in capturing nonlinear dependencies as well as control of overﬁtting
via shrinkage, using mixed model representations
of penalized splines. We propose a novel discrete
mixture prior on the smoothing parameter of the
splines that allows for simultaneous selection of
both linear and nonlinear functional relationships
as well as inducing sparsity in the edge selection.
Using simulation studies, we demonstrate the superior performance of our methods in comparison
with several existing approaches in terms of network reconstruction and functional selection. We
apply our methods to a gene expression dataset in
glioblastoma multiforme, which reveals several interesting and biologically relevant nonlinear relationships.
Authors: Qingning Zhou, Tao Hu and Jianguo Sun
Title: A sieve semiparametric maximum likelihood approach for regression analysis of bivariate
interval-censored failure time data
Abstract: Interval-censored failure time data arise
in a number of ﬁelds and many authors have
discussed various issues related to their analysis.
However, most of the existing methods are for univariate data and there exists only limited research
on bivariate data, especially on regression analysis
of bivariate interval-censored data. We present a
class of semiparametric transformation models for
the problem and for inference, a sieve maximum
likelihood approach is developed. The model provides a great ﬂexibility, in particular including the
commonly used proportional hazards model as a
special case, and in the approach, Bernstein polynomials are employed. The strong consistency and
asymptotic normality of the resulting estimators of
regression parameters are established andfurthermore, the estimators are shown to be asymptot-
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ically eﬃcient. Extensive simulation studies are
conducted and indicate that the proposed method
works well for practical situations.
Authors: Wei Ding and Peter Song
Title: Composite likelihood approach in Gaussian
copula regression models with missing data
Abstract: Misaligned missing data occur in many
large-scale studies due to some impediments in
data collection such as policy restriction, equipment limitation and budgetary constraint. By misaligned missingness we mean a missing data pattern in which two sets of variables are measured
from disjoint subgroups of subjects with no overlapped observations. An analytic challenge arising from the analysis of such data is that some of
correlation parameters related to those misaligned
variables are not point identiﬁable but possibly partially identiﬁable. This parameter identiﬁcation issue hinders us from utilizing classical multivariate models in the data analysis. To overcome this
diﬃculty, we propose a composite likelihood approach based on marginal distributions of variables with full observations, so that the resulting
pseudo likelihood is free of any unidentiﬁable parameters. After obtaining estimates of the point
identiﬁable parameters, we further estimate the parameter range for partially identiﬁable parameters.
For implementation, we develop an eﬀective peeling optimization procedure to obtain estimates of
point identiﬁable parameters. We investigate the
performance of the proposed composite likelihood
method through simulation studies, with comparisons to the classical maximum likelihood estimation obtained from both EM algorithm and multiple
imputation strategy. The proposed method is illustrated by one data example from our collaborative
project.
Shuangge Ma, Ph.D.
Chair, ICSA Student Award Committee
Associate Professor
Department of Biostatistics
Yale University
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ICSA Financial Report: January 1
through June 30, 2015
International Chinese Statistical Association
Profit and Loss
January 1, 2015 through June 30, 2015
Beginning Cash Balance (Main bank accounts)

1/1/2015

Income:

$157,107.47
$27,637.99

Membership
Job posting advertisement
2014 symposium short course profit
Springer
Interest Income

$18,160.00
$650.00
$5,627.69
$3,169.72
$30.58

Total income

$27,637.99

Expense:

$16,569.78

Miscellaneous
PayPal service charge
2015 JSM ICSA banquet deposit (restaurant & coach)
Tax filing fee/CPA service fee
IRS fee for group exemption
Web revamp deposit
Virtual backup storage fee
TOTAL Miscellaneous

$524.26
$763.00
$1,270.00
$3,000.00
$3,750.00
$50.51
$9,357.77

Postage & Delivery
USPS postage
Statistica Sinica postage
Bulletin delivery
TOTAL Postage & Delivery

$44.30
$812.00
$3,225.71
$4,082.01

Printing and Reproduction
ICSA Bulletin
TOTAL Postage & Reproduction

$3,130.00
$3,130.00

Total Expense

$16,569.78

Net Total Income

$11,068.21

Ending Cash Balance (Main bank accounts)
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6/30/2015

$168,175.68
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International Chinese Statistical Association
Profit and Loss
January 1, 2015 through June 30, 2015
ASSETS
Checking/Savings
Main Checking/Savings
Symposium Checking/Savings
TOTAL ASSETS

$168,175.68
$134,305.83
$302,481.51

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Equity
Main account opening balance January 1, 2015
January 1 to June 30, 2015 Net Income
Symposium account opening balance on January 1, 2015
January 1 to June 30, 2015 Net Income
Total Equity

$157,107.47
$11,068.21
$116,496.11
$17,809.72
$302,481.51

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

$302,481.51

Linda Yau, Ph.D.
Treasurer (2013-2015), ICSA
Principal Statistical Scientist
Biostatistics, Evidence Generation, US Medical Aﬀairs
Genentech
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People News

News from the ICSA-Canada Chapter
Grace Y. Yi and Wendy Lou
The 43rd annual meeting of the Statistical Society
of Canada (SSC) was held at Dalhousie University,
Halifax, from June 14-17, 2015. Several notable
addresses were delivered by the ICSA-CANADA
Chapter members. Xiao-Li Meng (Harvard University) gave the SSC president invited address, entitled "Lifelines for Statistics (and Statistician): Generalists, Specialists, or Your-lists?" Jiahua Chen (University of British Columbia) presented the Gold Medal
Address, entitled "EM-Test for Finite Mixture Models".
Dr. Ying Yan, the winner of the 2014 Pierre Robillard Award, received the award at the SSC meeting
banquet and delivered the Award Address on the
next day. This prize recognizes the best PhD thesis in probability or statistics defended at a Canadian university in a given year. Ying's thesis is entitled "Statistical Methods on Survival Data with Measurement Error", and was written at the University of
Waterloo under the supervision of Grace Yi.
The second symposium of the ICSA-Canada
Chapter will be held at the University of Calgary
during August 4-6, 2015. The theme is "Embracing

Challenges and Opportunities of Statistics and Data Science in the Modern World". For interested participants, you can ﬁnd the symposium information at
http://www.ucalgary.ca/icsa-canadacha
pter2015/
If you have any questions about the symposium,
feel free to contact the program chair, Xuwen Lu
(xlu@ucalgary.ca).
Grace Y. Yi, Ph.D.
Chair, ICSA-Canada Chapter
Professor
University Research Chair
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science
University of Waterloo
Wendy Lou, Ph.D.
Treasurer/Secretary, ICSA-Canada
Chapter
Professor
Department of Biostatistics
University of Toronto

New Fellows of ASA
Bruce Steven Binkowitz, Merck & Co. Inc.

Yongtao Guan, University of Miami

For promoting strategic statistical thinking and innovative methods in the pharmaceutical industry;
for outstanding leadership in the design, analysis,
and implementation of multi-regional clinical trials; for tirelessly fostering academe-governmentindustry collaborations; and for superb service to
the statistical profession.

For outstanding theoretical and methodological
contributions in analyzing spatial point patterns;
for wide-ranging and inﬂuential applications of
spatial point pattern models in public health; for excellent administrative leadership; and for service to
the profession.

Ofer Harel, University of Connecticut
Duncan K. H. Fong, The Pennsylvania State University
For outstanding contributions to statistical methodology and applications, especially in business statistics and Bayesian analysis, and for exemplary leadership and service to the profession.
© www.icsa.org

For contributions to the development of incomplete
data methodology, in particular multiple imputation; for exceptional interdisciplinary work across
various ﬁelds; for mentoring young researchers;
and for service to the profession and demonstrated
leadership.
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Bing Li, The Pennsylvania State University
For fundamental and pioneering work on central
mean spaces, quadratic inference functions, directional regression, dimension folding, nonlinear sufﬁcient dimension reduction, additive conditional
independence, and nonparametric graphical models.

Gang Li, Johnson & Johnson
For innovative theoretical and practical contributions to adaptive designs and interim treatment selections in clinical trials; for excellence in leading
and consulting on programs in drug development;
for outstanding leadership of initiatives in the pharmaceutical industry; and for broad service to the
profession.

Haipeng Shen, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and University of Hong Kong
For theoretical and applied research in diverse statistical areas-sparse SVDs- and for functional dynamic factor models and service system measurement and management, analysis of neuro-images,
network traﬃc, and genetics; and for service to the
ASA through editorial research and conference contributions.

Fengzhu Sun, University of Southern California
For contributions to computational biology and
bioinformatics through innovation in statistics and
applied probability and for leading one of the premier programs in computational biology and the
mentoring of junior researchers in the ﬁeld.

Abdus S. Wahed, University of Pittsburgh
For contributions to methodology for dynamic
treatment regimes and sequential randomized trials, application of statistics to improving life around
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the world, outstanding teaching and mentoring,
and service to the profession.

Ying Wei, Columbia University
For signiﬁcant contributions to the statistical
methodology of quantile regression and the application of statistics to the analysis of growth curves
and in epidemiology; for excellence in statistical
consulting; for graduate education; and for service
to the profession.

Keying Ye, The University of Texas at San Antonio
For outstanding research in objective Bayesian analysis, statistical decision theory, and inference; for
application of Bayesian methodology in biomedical
science, environmental science, experimental design, ﬁnancial risk assessment, and cyber-security;
for development of doctoral programs in statistics;
for outstanding teaching and mentoring; and for excellent ASA service and building bridges across statistical communities.

Grace Y. Yi, University of Waterloo
For research excellence in developing statistical theory and methods, particularly in missing and mismeasured data; for important contributions to biostatistics; and for excellence in statistical education
and mentoring students.

Hao Helen Zhang, University of Arizona
For contributions to statistical methodology and
applications in nonparametrics, statistical machine
learning, and high-dimensional data analysis; for
actively promoting statistics through substantial
and wide-ranging collaborations; for excellence in
teaching and mentoring students; and for dedicated
service to the ASA and the profession.
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Looking Back

In Memory of George Edward Pelham
Box (1919-2013)
George C. Tiao
Editorial: A short version of this article was published
in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series A
2013; 176(4), 1073-1076. We are truly grateful to
Prof. Qiwei Yao in the Department of Statistics at the
London School of Economics, for his tremendous help
in acquiring the permission from Prof. George C. Tiao
and the Royal Statistical Society (UK).

George Edward Pelham Box was one of the
most inﬂuential statisticians in the 20th century. He
was a pioneer in statistical inference, Bayesian analysis, design of experiments, time series methods
and quality control. He was also an eminent educator, founding a statistics department best noted for
its programs of healthily balanced statistical training in theory, methods and application.
He was born in Gravesend, Kent, England on
October 19, 1919. He received training in chemistry
at a polytechnic in Kent. During World War II, he
worked on biochemical experiments on the eﬀect of
© www.icsa.org

poison gases on small animals for the British Army.
He needed statistical advice to analyze the results
of his experiments but could not ﬁnd a statistician
who could give him guidance, so he managed to
learn statistics from available texts and practice. After the war, he enrolled at University College London and obtained a bachelor's degree in mathematics and statistics. He received a Ph.D. from the University of London in 1953.
From 1948 to 1956, Box worked as a statistician
for Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. (ICI). While
at ICI, in 1953 he took a leave of absence for a year
to be a visiting professor at the University of North
Carolina. He went to Princeton University in 1957
to serve as the director of the Statistical Techniques
Research Group.
In 1960, Box moved to the University of
Wisconsin-Madison where he was founder, professor and chairman of the Department of Statistics.
He was visiting Ford Foundation Professor at Harvard Business School in 1965-66 and visiting professor at the University of Essex, Colchester, England in 1970-71. He was appointed to the newly
created R. A. Fisher chair at the University of Wisconsin in 1971, and to the Vilas Research Professor
(the highest academic rank accorded to any faculty
member at the University of Wisconsin-Madison)
of Statistics in 1980. George Box and Bill Hunter
co-founded the Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement at the University of WisconsinMadison in 1984. Box oﬃcially retired in 1992, becoming an Emeritus Professor.
Box married Jessie Ward in 1945. He married in
1959 his second wife Joan Fisher, a daughter of R. A.
Fisher; and they had one son and one daughter. In
1985, he married his third wife Claire Louise Quist.
Throughout his career, Box had written numerous outstanding research papers and published
many books. His highly inﬂuential books include
Statistics for Experimenters (1978, with Stu Hunter
and Bill Hunter), Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and Control (1970, with Gwilym Jenkins) and
Bayesian Inference in Statistical Analysis. (1973, with
George C. Tiao). His name was associated with
important results in statistics such as Box-Jenkins
methods, Box-Cox transformations, and numerous
others.
Box had contributed a great deal to the service
of the statistical profession. He was co-founder and
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co-editor with Stu Hunter in 1959 of Technometrics,
an important publication of the American Statistical
Association, and served as President of the American Statistical Association in 1978 and of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 1979.
Box was one of the most honored statisticians.
He received the Shewhart Medal from the American Society for Quality Control in 1968, the Wilks
Memorial Award from the American Statistical Association in 1972, the R. A. Fisher Lectureship in
1974, and the Guy Medal in Gold from the Royal
Statistical Society in 1993. He was elected a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
in 1974 and a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1979. He
had received honorary doctorate from: University
of Rochester in 1985, Carnegie Mellon University in
1989, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid in 1995 and
University of Waterloo in 1999.
As a statistician, Box strongly believed that
statistics is a necessary tool for scientiﬁc investigation and, hence, development of sound statistics
must go hand in hand with practice leading to a continued iteration between the two. This iterated `theory and practice’cycle has become the most distinctive feature of his teaching and research in statistics.
What follows is a sketch of his most important contributions in statistical research and teaching:
Design of Experiments: In the late 1940s Box
was working at ICI as a statistician while pursuing his graduate study. In interdisciplinary work
with chemists and chemical engineers at ICI, it soon
became clear that the then classical factorial and
fractional factorial designs for agricultural and biological experiments were based on conditions very
diﬀerent from those faced in chemistry and chemical engineering processes. In particular, at ICI the
focus was more on eﬀects of quantitative changes
rather than on qualitative changes in the factors,
and Box was keenly aware of the limitations of the
classical designs in these circumstances. This had
led to his ﬁrst published paper on the design of experiments in 1951, coauthored with chemist K. B.
Wilson, on strategies for the determination of optimum operating conditions in a chemical process.
This discussion paper in the Journal of Royal Statistical Society, Series B, is a truly pioneering paper that
shatters completely the whole body of existing research on this issue and led to the establishment of
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) as a rich new
ﬁeld in the design of experiments. The design strategy by Box and Wilson is brilliant but simple. Instead of doing a complete grid search over the entire experimental region, it explores a sequence of
sub-regions. For a sub-region deemed distant from
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the optimum point, a simple fractional factorial design is employed to obtain estimates of the ﬁrst order partial derivatives of the underlying response
surface. The method of steepest ascent will then
lead the experimenter to the next more promising
sub-region. This process is iterative in nature and
is terminated when a region of near- stationarity is
reached. Now a diﬀerent strategy is used to explore
this region to reach the optimum. This involves contour plots, reductions to canonical form and the development of composite designs, obtained by augmenting axial points to two level fractional factorials to permit estimation of second order eﬀects.
In the ensuing two decades following this paper,
Box led the development, and played the dominant
role, of making RSM as forefront of experimental
designs with application to investigations far beyond the chemical industry. He did a host of major
works on the construction of multi-factor designs,
on the question of bias and variance function of
designs, on rotation of designs, on construction of
fractional factorials designs, on robust designs, and
on designs for response surfaces which are nonlinear in their parameters. In much of his work, he
stressed the importance of graphical illustrations to
aid to the understanding of statistical results, and
the interplay between the statistician and the experimenter.
Robustness in Statistical Inference: Along
with his creative research in experimental designs,
Box was also doing pioneering work on statistical
inference. From the late 1920s, there have been two
major frameworks of statistical inference. The dominating one, sometimes called the sampling theory approach, was primarily based on the Neyman
and Pearson theory of hypothesis testing and conﬁdence intervals, while the competing one, called
the Bayesian approach, was based on Bayes's theorem for inverse probability. On sampling theory,
inference was typically made via a procedure, e. g.
the 𝑡-test, which is optimum with respect to a set of
basic assumptions about the model used in the analysis such as normality, independence, and variance
homogeneity, etc. In practice, all assumptions are
wrong, and, therefore, it is important to study the
sensitivity of the procedure with respect to changes
in the underlying assumptions. It was well known
that the t-test is insensitive to departure from normality, but as noted by Pearson and Geary that the
usual test to compare two variances is quite sensitive. The series of papers written by Box in the
1950s, notably the 1953 paper in Biometrika on kurtosis and the 1955 discussion paper in JRSS, Series
B with Anderson on permutation tests, have made
© www.icsa.org
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this sensitivity issue an important topic in statistical research and created a storm of trail papers. Indeed, it was Box who coined the word "robustness"
in his 1953 paper, and in the 1955 paper provides
a working deﬁnition of robust being that `statistical
criteria should be insensitive to changes, in a magnitude likely to occur in practice, in underlying assumptions'. Also, this latter paper shows how Box
saw robustness as a general problem, diagnosed its
causes and prescribed solutions. While Box was
trained basically in the sampling theory framework
as a statistician, it was perhaps the study of robustness that had made him frustrated with the dominating approach and began to explore the alternative Bayesian inference.
Bayesian Inference: In the 1950s there was a revival of interest in Bayesian inference as opposed
to the sampling theory mode. A major diﬃculty of
the latter was that for ﬁnite sample, the sampling
approach often requires very restrictive conditions
such as the existence of suﬃcient statistics or normality of observation errors in order to derive optimal, simple, and easy to use procedures, but proper
inference can become very diﬃcult if these conditions are not met. On the other hand, the Bayesian
approach does not suﬀer from this drawback. For
any given data generating model, the consequent
likelihood function can be combined with an appropriate prior distribution of the parameters to yield
the posterior distribution via Bayes's theorem for inferential and predictive purposes. Mathematically
all that is needed is an eﬃcient method for integration to make inference about subsets of parameters,
predictions and normalization of the distributions.
Box quickly saw this Bayes approach as a liberating devise for robustness study. In his 1962 paper
in Biometrika with Tiao, they studied the robustness
of making inference of the population mean 𝜃 to
departure from normality, by embedding the normal distribution for the observations in a class of
symmetrical exponential power distributions ranging from more leptokurtic ones to more platykurtic
ones than the normal. The degree of non-normality
is measured by a parameter 𝛽 which is 0 for the normal. In this device, the joint posterior distribution,
𝑝(𝜃, 𝛽|𝑦) ,where 𝑦 represents the data, summarizes
all inferences that can be made about (𝜃, 𝛽) . For
any given 𝛽 corresponding to a speciﬁc non-normal
distribution for the data, inference about 𝜃 is made
via the conditional distribution 𝑝(𝜃|𝛽, 𝑦). Thus one
can study this distribution by changing the value
of 𝛽 to explore the sensitivity of inference on 𝜃 to
departure of 𝛽 from 0. This provides a new way
to study sensitivity which directly focused on infer© www.icsa.org
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ence for 𝜃, and is diﬀerent from that in the sampling
mode which rests on the distribution of the procedure or criterion used. Also, inference about the
degree of non-normality 𝛽 can be made via its posterior distribution 𝑝(𝛽|𝑦) by integrating out 𝜃 from
the joint distribution. Finally, overall inference on 𝜃
can be made from the marginal distribution 𝑝(𝜃|𝑦)
obtained by integrating out 𝛽 from the joint distribution, and this process can be viewed as a weighting of the conditional distributions 𝑝(𝜃|𝛽, 𝑦) by the
weight function 𝑝(𝛽|𝑦) so that uncertainty in the degree of non-normality is properly accounted for.
Thus, the Bayesian approach provides a rich and
straightforward scheme for robustness study. Publication of this paper has led in the ensuing decade
to a series of papers co-authored by them, and some
with others, ﬁnally becoming a co-authored book
on Bayesian inference in 1973. The text compares
Bayes and non-Bayes standard normal theory inference procedures and robustness studies, and it also
contains a formulation of non-informative priors, a
discussion of hierarchical random eﬀect vs. ﬁxed effect models, inferences on standard and some nonstandard multivariate setups and a discussion of
the power transformation model of Box and Cox.
This book has been regarded as a useful reference
on Bayesian methods. The relationship of the discussion on hierarchical random eﬀect models in the
text to later development in hierarchical models and
their application in a wide spectrum of disciplines
is particularly worthy of note.
Box had a continued strong interest in statistical modeling and worked on the pros and cons
of sampling and Bayesian approaches in various
aspects of model building. This had resulted in
the publication of another important discussion paper in JRSS, Ser. A in 1980. Here he advocated a
modeling strategy consisting of iterations between
two phases, model estimation and model diagnostics (criticism). Bayesian approach was the obvious choice for the estimation phase as here the aim
was to draw conclusions from the data conditional
on a given model and the Bayesian mode makes
use of all the information contained in the sample.
On the other hand, all models are wrong and he
forcefully argued that ﬁtted models should be subjected to criticisms carried out by various diagnostic checks with respect to feared directions of model
inadequacies. Here predictions were necessarily
made under diﬀerent circumstances and methods
used were mostly sampling theory based. This paper clearly shows Box's attempt to synthesize both
the sampling theory approach and the Bayesian approach in model building. Finally, mention should
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perhaps be made that Box had coauthored with
Tiao on a 1968 paper in Biometrika dealing with the
very common problem of outliers in data. They
adopted a Bayesian approach by using a Bernoulli
mixture for each observation which views outliers
as an aspect of data generating model and not isolated events, and their analysis has raised a great
deal of interest in the literature.
Time Series Methods: The publication of the
text, Time Series Analysis: Forecasting & Control, in
1970 by Box and Jenkins was a milestone in statistics. It was one of the most important statistical
publications in the second half of the 20th century. We live in time, a large portion of data is
taken in time order, and we need predictions for
planning all kinds of private and public activities.
This book has had a tremendous eﬀect in the treatment of time series data in academic research, industry and government. It compiles a class of useful linear stationary and non-stationary time series
models, called ARIMA (autoregressive, integrated,
moving average) models, discusses their properties including predictions, and proposes an iterative
three stage model building procedure consisting of
tentative identiﬁcation based on sample autocorrelations and sample partials, estimation using maximum likelihood and diagnostic checking of residuals
from model ﬁt. With the help of suitable software,
this book oﬀers a complete self-contained system in
modeling and analysis of time series. While many
of the models compiled and methods used in model
building are not novel, the authors served the role
of great architects who put all the bricks, tiles and
other building materials together into a historic
mansion. There are at least two novel aspects worth
mentioning: one is in the treatment of seasonal data
where the renowned `airline model' developed by
Box, Jenkins, and Bacon in 1964 seems to work well
for nearly 80% of the seasonal economic data in the
U.S. Census Bureau, and the other is the "portmanteau" test of Box and Pierce for residuals that has
been widely adopted beyond the statistics literature. The book also contains a chapter on dynamic
models, a chapter on transfer function model building, where there is a known input aﬀecting the output but without feedback, and ﬁnally a chapter on
feedback control where Box's interest in time series
originated. The greatest impact of the book is that it
makes time series analysis doable by a large number
of users rather then leaving it to the experts, and
thus it completely changed the landscape of time
series methods and application. It spearheaded a
dramatic growth of a new profession of time series analysts and helped create numerous new re66
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search directions in methods and application, many
of which Box himself participated. In particular,
on the application side, Box and Tiao initiated in
the early 1970s a study of Los Angeles air pollution data consisting of millions of hourly readings
of various air pollutants and weather variables over
diﬀerent sites. The chief aim was to assess the effectiveness of control measures by federal and local
governments, and this and other applications led to
the development of methods call `intervention analysis' in time series with applications in many disciplines. Box was also involved in the assessment
of the ﬁltering methods for seasonal adjustment of
economic data, initiated by the U.S. Census Bureau
and the Federal Reserve Board. For methodological
advancement, he guided a large number of Ph.D.
students at Wisconsin including e.g. McGregor on
feedback control, Newbold on non-stationary models, and Haugh on modeling vector time series. In
the late 1970s, Box and Tiao worked on an extension
of the ARIMA modeling procedure to vector time
series which appeared in JASA in 1980, and also on
canonical correlation analysis of vector time series
in Biometrika in 1977 the result of which is closely related to the concept of `co-integration' introduced in
1987 in econometrics. In concluding this time series
topic, it should be said that Box's interest in time series was, like other topics discussed above, heavily
resting on real data. When he was writing the book
with Jenkins in Madison in a small class room on
campus, all the walls are ﬁlled by plots of series A,
series B,…all the examples discussed in the book.
It seems clear that he must be inspired by these examples which guided, or goaded, him to many of
his great discoveries. He strongly advocated `theory and practice' to students and colleagues, and he
was a man who actually 'does what he preaches'.
It is also worth mentioning that the impact of the
Box and Jenkins book goes far beyond time series.
In particular, the iterated three stage modeling approach of tentative identiﬁcation, estimation and
diagnostic checking has had a profound impact on
all further developments in regression analysis.
Statistics Department at Madison, Wisconsin:
Box went to the University of Wisconsin-Madison
in 1960 with Stuart Hunter, his ﬁrst Ph.D. student in
the U.S., to build a world-class statistics department
which is consistent with his philosophy that advance in statistics must go hand-in-hand with practice. In a short ﬁfteen years, there was a common
saying in the profession that, if you wish to study
mathematical theory of statistics, you should go to
the west coast (i.e. Berkeley and Stanford); but if
you want a balanced education in statistics, go to
© www.icsa.org
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Wisconsin! In his mind, the statistics department
should play a central role in statistics research on
campus and have joint appointments with various
substantive disciplines. In a few years since its inception, the department was able to establish this
goal of joint appointments with the schools of engineering, commerce, medicine and agriculture. It
also attracted a number of excellent young talents
from across the world. Wisconsin has a strong progressive and democratic tradition, and under Box's
leadership, the department quickly built up an excellent core Masters' and Ph.D. program, joint degree programs ﬁrst in commerce and engineering
and then extended to agriculture and medicine, and
oﬀered increasing number of introductory service
courses as well as more advanced method courses,
such as design of experiments and time series, in
collaboration with colleagues in substantive disciplines. The department is noted for the establishment of a statistics consulting laboratory in the early
1970s. The lab is under the co-direction of the associate chair of the department and a visitor, usually
from industry with extensive experience in statistical consulting, bestowed with the title `statisticianin-residence'. The lab seeks to assist in data collection and data analysis problems from researchers,
faculty and Ph.D. students, all over campus and
outside. All masters and Ph.D. students are required to take a two-semester course in consulting
during which they are assigned to work with the researcher on his/her problem from the beginning to
the end. This is to assure that all the students will
gain an appreciable dose of practice. Another interesting move made by Box in the mid 1970s was
the complete separation of Masters' training from
the Ph.D. program. This means treating the Masters' degree as a terminal degree with a separate
course program and other requirements. This move
has helped to improve the prestige of the Masters
degree as an academic accomplishment rather than
the sometimes unﬂattering image as a failed Ph.D.
The features of joint appointments, statistical consulting lab, and separation of the Masters and Ph.D.
programs are nowadays common practice in statistics departments, but they were quite novel in the
1950s and 1960s and appreciably enhanced the reputation of Wisconsin in oﬀering a balanced education in statistics. They led to large increases in the
size of student body with many well trained graduates having successful careers in industry and governments. At Wisconsin, Box was a most eﬀective
teacher and communicator of statistics to students
and researchers on campus. In addition to usual
teaching activities, he created in the 1970s a `Mon© www.icsa.org
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day night beer seminar' series in his house which
had lasted for decades. On each occasion, a most
inexpensive locally produced beer was oﬀered to
participants and a speaker, usually a research scientist, engineer, or Ph.D. student with a real application problem, seeking and receiving advice from
Box and the congregation of statistics students in
spirited exchanges to great beneﬁts on both ends--a
most lively demonstration of how statistical practice
should be practiced!
Quality and Productivity: In the 1980s, the
American industry, especially in the manufacturing sector, went through a critical period of ﬁnding itself lagging appreciably behind Japan in the
quality of the goods produced. This is particularly
the case for the automobile industry which is generally regarded as the backbone of American economy. Upon investigation and self examination, it
soon became clear that a major factor for the success of the Japanese manufacturing industry is their
total adoption, from the top down, of quality and
productivity (QP) enhancement methods many of
which were invented in the United States. Most, if
not all, of these methods are statistics based, particularly in graphics, time series methods and design of experiments. For a roughly ten year period
from mid 1980s to mid 1990s, there was a huge wave
of intense interest in QP methods in industrial organizations, not only in America but to a great extent throughout the world, and in academic institutions, particularly in engineering and management
disciplines. Box got interested in this general area
in the late 1970s ﬁrst by going over some design results popular in use in Japanese industry, and very
quickly became a giant in this ﬁeld on ideas, methods and applications. He and William Hunter cofounded in 1984 the Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement (CQPI) at the University of
Wisconsin. Members of the Center have engaged
in a variety of methodological research on issues
in quality and productivity with applications to not
only industrial processes but also to improvements
in social environment. An interesting example is
the involvement with the city garage that greatly
improved the eﬃciency of the ﬂow of city vehicles
in discharging their public functions. Since its inception, the Center has produced over 200 publications on elucidation of methods and on applications, with a large number of them contributed by
Box. As his 80th birthday approached in 1999, a
group of his close friends suggested that it would
be useful, particularly for the users of QP methods,
for him to integrate his writings in this area into
a volume, leading to the publication of the text in
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2000, BOX on QUALITY and DISCOVERY with Design, Control, and Robustness. The book consists of
six parts; the ﬁrst is directed to managers who are
mainly interested in ideas and philosophy, the second to those interested in applying experimental
designs, the third on strategies in running designed
experiments for discovery, the fourth on control
schemes, the ﬁfth on variance reduction and robustness, and ﬁnally the last on some of his interesting
songs.
Final Remarks: In addition to the above, Box
had done a number of other outstanding pieces of
research. For examples, his 1949 paper in Biometrika
on likelihood ratio criteria, completed when he was
doing his graduate work, is required reading for
all students learning multivariate analysis; and his
1964 JRSSB article with D. R. Cox on transformation

is perhaps one of the most cited papers in statistical literature. Finally, Box had supervised an enormous number of Ph.D. students throughout his professional career, and he had been exceedingly generous in sharing his ideas with them, treating them
as co-equals, and encouraging and nurturing them
to getting on their feet. This writer thinks it was his
great fortune to be one of these people.
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A Conversation with Jun Shao
Fang Fang and Zhilan Lou
Editorial: Fang Fang is a former student of Prof. Shao
and currently an Associate Professor at the East China
Normal University, Shanghai, China. Zhilan Lou is a
current student of Prof. Shao. The interview was
conducted in Prof. Shao’s home in Shanghai by Fang
Fang, and transcribed with help from Zhilan Lou. The
authors thank Dr. Jun Yan for the invitation of this
conversation article and the English edits.

ematical Statistics and the American Statistical Association, and has been a senior research scientist
of the U.S. Census Bureau since 2008. He became
a Chinese national "Thousand Talents Project" Distinguished Professor in 2011.
He has published over 170 scientiﬁc papers in
leading journals, mainly on sampling survey, resampling method, missing data analysis, biostatistics, and model selection. He has served on the
editorial board of many journals such as Journal of
American Statistical Association, Statistica Sinica, Journal of Multivariate Analysis and Journal of Nonparametric Statistics. He has published six statistical
monographs and textbooks, among which Mathematical Statistics has been used by many prestigious
universities as the textbook for graduate students in
Statistics.

First Student in Wisconsin from
Mainland China
Fang: Tracing back to the very beginning, why did you
switch the major from Mathematics to Statistics, and how
did you go to USA to get your Ph.D. degree at the University of Wisconsin?

Jun Shao is a Professor in the Department
of Statistics at the University of Wisconsin
(UW)–Madison. He got his bachelor degree in
mathematics at ECNU in 1982 and Ph.D. degree
in statistics at University of Wisconsin-Madison in
1987. After working in Purdue University and Ottawa University for 7 years, he came back to UWMadison in 1994. He served as chair of the Department of Statistics at the UW-Madison from 2005 to
2009 and served as president of the ICSA in 2007.
He is a Fellow of the American Institute of Math© www.icsa.org

I did my undergraduate in Mathematics at
ECNU from 1978 to 1982 in China. There was no
Department of Statistics in ECNU at that time, but
some Professors in the math department such as
Zongshu Wei (魏宗舒) and Shisong Mao (茆诗松)
were very good statisticians. I did well in math and
intended to do graduate research in functional analysis. Things got changed after I attended a seminar series in mathematical statistics organized by
Professor Mao in my senior year. The seminar was
focused on theoretical topics, such as sigma algebra and suﬃciency, all quite mathematical. From
this seminar, I got basic understanding of statistics.
Then, with Professor Mao's recommendation, I got
the chance to pursuit my Ph.D. in Statistics in USA.
I applied a few top Universities, such as Berkeley, Stanford and Wisconsin. I also applied Iowa
since Professor Wei graduated from Iowa. Iowa's
admission letter came ﬁrst, and then Wisconsin's
came just before I was about to submit the completed form for Iowa. Wisconsin had a very strong
faculty at that time, including George Box, Jeﬀ Wu,
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George Tiao and many others. Hence, Professor
Mao suggested me to change to Wisconsin. I would
not be able to go to Wisconsin if the oﬀer letter arrived one or two days later, as we were not allowed
to change once the form was submitted. By chance,
I went to Wisconsin for my Ph.D. study.
Fang: Were you the ﬁrst student from Mainland China
in the Department of Statistics in Wisconsin?
Yes. There were only students from Taiwan and
Hong Kong before my arrival.
Fang: Did you feel stressful to some extent?
Overall it was ﬁne. The environment was very
pleasant, but the graduate work was more intensive
than in China. The doctoral qualify exam in Wisconsin weighs heavily in theories. But I passed the
exam a half year in advance due to my solid Mathematics background. After that, I started to ponder
on advisor selection.
Fang: How did you select your advisor and research areas for thesis?
I consulted with Professor Mao about research
area before I went to Wisconsin. Professor Mao
suggested two areas. One was time series, which
was quite practical at that time, including the basic and classic ARMA model etc.; the other one was
Bayesian. Box did research on Bayesian. I registered three courses in the ﬁrst semester: mathematical statistics, time series and Bayesian. Till then
there was no connection with Jeﬀ. Later on, I found
that I wasn't interested in time series. The course
of Bayesian was on decision theory, taught by Professor Kam-Wah Tsui. Decision theory was a hot research topic in the 1970s, mainly focusing on admissibility and Stein's shrinkage estimators. Forerunner statisticians like Professor Ping Chen in Chinese
Academy of Science (CAS) was well-known because
of his contribution to decision theory. So was James
Berger, Larry Brown, and others. In the Bayesian
course I read their papers and wrote a term paper.
Decision theory is very close to mathematics and
the proof of admissibility is theoretical. Since Prof.
Tsui taught well and I had more interaction with
him, I was planning to do research with him in decision theory and Bayesian. He was an associate professor at that time, very young, active, and promising. I believed it would be a good choice to work
with him. But Prof. Tsui went on leave the next
year. At that time, there was no email, and phone
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calls were expensive. Without eﬀective communication channels, it would be tough for me. So I did
not choose Prof. Tsui as my advisor at last.
Fang: How did you become the student of Jeﬀ later?
I became a student of Jeﬀ somewhat by chance.
Professor Mao mentioned George Tiao and Jeﬀ Wu
when he recommended Wisconsin to me. Also, Jeﬀ
just visited China at that time and met Professor
Wei in ECNU. Jeﬀ was in charge of TA assignments.
Many students went to him to apply for TA and
so did I. Due to limited TA positions, Jeﬀ declared
that only those students who did well in course
work would be considered for TAs. That semester, I
ranked the ﬁrst in the mathematical statistics class.
One day, we ran into each other in the hallway, he
asked me to go to his oﬃce to talk about TA support. I became a TA in the 2nd semester. Later, he
also helped me to get three years' guaranteed support, for which I have been grateful till now. But
still, I didn't think about being his student at that
time, because his research was about experimental
design and I happened to have no idea on it before.
In the ﬁrst summer, Jeﬀ gave me a small problem about linear models. I found that it easy and
solved it pretty soon. In fact, that was just a test
from Jeﬀ to warm me up. Jeﬀ then gave me another problem about jackknife. Jackknife is about
re-calculating statistics after delete one observation.
He had proved a result about deleting 𝑑 observations—delete-𝑑 jackknife—for 𝑑 = 1, and asked me
to prove the result for 𝑑 > 1, which was much
harder. I could not prove it at ﬁrst and then just put
it away for a while. About a month later, I revisited the problem, got some new ideas, and worked
it out in a couple of days. I used a completely different method from Jeﬀ's to prove the case of 𝑑 > 1.
This work, after several modiﬁcations, was eventually published in the Annals, which was my ﬁrst paper in 1987. Later I had another paper about delete𝑑 jackknife in 1989 with Jeﬀ. It was again Jeﬀ's conjecture and I proved it.
After that I realized that Jeﬀ did research not
only in experimental design but also in linear models and other ﬁelds. The response variables in a linear model are independent but not identically distributed because of the presence of covariates. Jeﬀ's
idea was about weighted jackknife and delete-𝑑
jackknife. With delete-one, the distribution cannot
be estimated, but it can be estimated with delete-𝑑.
This set of theories later became my doctoral thesis.
Fang: In the celebration of Jeﬀ's 65 birthday last year in
Yunnan, it was joked that you were the only student of
© www.icsa.org
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Jeﬀ's who didn't do research on experimental design. It
sounds like true?
Not exactly. Jeﬀ's main work was still experimental design and did research about jackknife and
sampling survey only in a period of time. Around
1985/1986, the method of Taguchi, which explained
why Japanese cars were better than American cars,
was a hot topic. Jeﬀ turned to quality control for a
while and then he focused completely in the area
of experimental design. I was his 7th student and
he only had two or three students not working on
experimental design. Although I didn't do experimental design with Jeﬀ, my academic career had
been greatly inﬂuenced by Jeﬀ. I wouldn't have
stepped into the statistical world without his dedicated guidance and rigorous training.
Fang: Looking back at your study in Wisconsin, it
seems that "by chance" is a key word. During all these
events such as selecting statistics instead of mathematics, switching from Iowa to Wisconsin, choosing Jeﬀ as
your advisor, or doing research on jackknife and bootstrap, chance seemed to have played a critical role.
Yes. That is also the charm of fortune. I was
lucky to have stepped onto the path of statistics.

From Purdue to Ottawa
Fang: How did you go to Purdue after graduating from
Wisconsin and then go to Ottawa?
In the year before my graduation, there was a
conference in Purdue and Jeﬀ was invited. I went
as his substitute because he could not go for some
reason. I made a good impression on the faculty in
Purdue and was oﬀered an assistant professor position later on. After about two years at Purdue, I
was planning to return to China in 1989 due to visa
issues. Jeﬀ was at Waterloo at that time and he invited me to Waterloo for a visit of two months. So
I went. At that time, I had already published several papers, three in Annals, two in JASA, and one
in JRSSB. Jeﬀ recommended that I ﬁnd a faculty
position in Canada after he reviewed my publication record. Coincidentally, University of Ottawa in
Canada extended an oﬀer to someone who turned
it down. They needed to ﬁll the position pressingly.
So Jeﬀ helped me set up an interview. JNK Rao was
very supportive of me and attended my interview
talk. He didn't come to University of Ottawa often
© www.icsa.org
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for talks, but that day he came with a large groups of
his students. It turned out to be a very good session.
Later on the Dean asked me on the spot whether
I would accept if they gave me an oﬀer, and I responded with a positive answer. That's how I became an assistant professor in Ottawa, and later l
became an associate professor there.
Fang: JNK Rao was very supportive of you and your
Rao-Shao method has had broad impact on survey sampling applications in the United States and Canada.
Could you elaborate more on your cooperation?
JNK Rao and Jeﬀ were good friends. Jeﬀ did
some research on survey sampling and resampling
method for a period of time due to Rao's inﬂuence.
Rao visited Wisconsin before I graduated. Jeﬀ introduced me to him and encouraged me to meet him
in his hotel and talk about my work. Rao asked me
about my plan after graduation, and I said that I
would like to become an assistant professor. Since
I was Jeﬀ's student and made a good impression on
him, he promised me that I could be his postdoc if I
could not get an assistant professor position immediately. I shared this anecdote at Rao's 70th birthday party. This was something between us and nobody else knew it. Rao was very supportive on me
since then and we did a lot of research together. The
Rao-Shao method was our ﬁrst collaboration.
Missing data is very common in the ﬁeld of survey sampling. Imputation is one of the most important methods to deal with it. The variance, however, is underestimated using the common variance
estimate after imputation. Hence, how to estimate
the variance is a very important and troublesome
problem. Someone used jackknife, re-imputing after deleting every observation, but it led to overestimate of the variance. This had been an open problem for a while. I thought that we could make a
compromise given that the variance is too big from
re-imputing every time. My idea was to do nothing if the observation deleted from was a missing
value, and do imputation if the observation deleted
was observed. The variance estimate following
this method would be at the right level. Actually,
when I discussed this idea with Rao, his ﬁrst reaction was that we would then need to know which
data was observed and which was imputed, and
practitioners might not like it. Nonetheless, when
Rao presented it at Statistics Canada, people there
thought it was great; knowing which ones were observations was not a big issue. We published the
method in 1992. Before this paper, the only method
available was multiple imputation. After this paper, people found that single imputation could be
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used too. This method was therefore very popular among practitioners and was later called the
Rao-Shao method. We had other collaborations,
mainly in the ﬁeld of survey sampling. Through
these works, I began to understand the diﬀerences
between statistics and mathematics.

Diﬀerence Between Statistics and
Mathematics
During my Ph.D. study and early stage of my career,
I treated statistical problems as mathematical problems, except that the problems were from statistics.
My abecedarians Prof. Wei and Prof. Mao urged us
to cultivate statistical ideas in my senior year in college. But I didn't have a good grasp of what statistical ideas were and how statistics was diﬀerent from
mathematics until a long time in my career. Even
now I wouldn't say I have a precise understanding.
Fang: My undergraduate major was mathematics and
I treated statistics as mathematics too when I ﬁrst came
to Wisconsin to study statistics. It turned out that I did
not too well in some applied courses, because the way of
thinking is completely diﬀerent from mathematics. So I
think that the diﬀerence between statistics and mathematics in your mind must be related to application.
Yes. Let me give an example ﬁrst. Rao once
discussed a problem with me. Jackknife is about
removing a single data point once a time, but the
computation burden is too big. Therefore, someone
proposed the group jackknife, which is to delete a
group of data to reduce the computation. Rick Valliant had a paper which only used 8 groups. The estimate was the average of only 8 calculations, which
was quite unstable. We can prove in theory that the
variance estimator converges to not a constant but
a random variable. Later JNK Rao and I proposed
a simple solution that just repeats the method independently for 𝐾 times. When 8𝐾 goes to inﬁnity,
the variance estimate converges. In fact 8𝐾 = 64
is large enough. Why not just use 8𝐾 groups instead of 8 groups? Because the implementation for
8 groups was already there. Although our method
was not the optimal solution, people can use it without re-programming. After this problem, I realized
that, in practice, we did not need to provide a perfect but complicated method—a simple and useful
one is good enough. This is a manifestation of the
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biggest diﬀerence between statistics and mathematics. Mathematicians will say that this is not the optimal solution, but statisticians pursue practical results. An 80% perfection is already very good. Although it can be further improved to 99%, it may be
too complex and is not worthy.
The multiple imputation method is another example. People did not know how to estimate the
variance with missing data at ﬁrst. Rubin's multiple imputation provides a formula which can be immediately applied to estimate the variance. Rubin
proved that it was correct in general circumstances.
We can also prove that it is not correct in some special cases. But this method solves a large portion of
the problems. For example, suppose that the true
variance is 100. If you do nothing, the estimated
variance may be 50. With multiple imputation the
variance estimates may be 110 or 90, which is much
closer to 100. If you spend a lot of extra time on it,
the result may be further improved to 95 or 105 but
the cost may be too high. The advantage of Rubin's
method is that it can be used in most general cases.
This is what statistics prefers. In most situations,
a rough but useful solution could be better than a
precise but costly one.
There are lots of similar situations. For example, In 1988, a senior Chinese scholar working in
experiment design gave a talk at Purdue and I was
the interpreter. I got one point from the talk. The
beneﬁt of orthogonal experimental design is cost reduction; it cuts the cost from $100 to $20 without
losing accuracy. This method may not be perfect,
and there may be other method that can further cut
the cost to $15. The extra $5 reduction, however,
would cost a lot more eﬀort and complicate the situation, which would not be appealing to practitioners. The reduction from $100 to $20 is very attractive
already, while the further reduction from $20 to $15
costs too much.
Of course, on the other hand, we should be
rigorous towards research; when you are able to
achieve 99% perfection you should tell people. It's
their choice to decide whether to use the 99%
method or the 80% method, which are associated
with diﬀerent cost. We just need to articulate the
diﬀerences and let them pick what they want. The
statistical science would not move forward if we
stop at 80%. The journey 80% to 99%, however, can
by painful and involves a lot of complicated work.
In all my works, some provides the 80% perfection,
while more others addressed further improvement
from the 80%. This is probably because I have a
mathematical background, and the way of thinking has been in my soul. The real masters in statis© www.icsa.org
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tics are all open-minded, such as Turkey, Box, and
Efron, whom I admire deeply.

Back to Wisconsin
Fang: What urged you to go back to Wisconsin in 1994?
In fact, when I started in Canada, Wisconsin contacted me about getting me back. But due to VISA
issues, I stayed in Canada. Later, Professor Wei-Yin
Loh from Wisconsin visited Ottawa. Jeﬀ told me
that Wei-Yin did not travel often and this time he
probably came for me. It turned out that Jeﬀ was
right. At that time Wisconsin's hiring committee
had Johnson, Reinsel and Loh. They all hoped that
I could come back. So when the time was right in
1994, I came back to Wisconsin. There have been
many talented professors in Wisconsin and it has
been really pleasant to work with them. Soon I became a full professor in 1996.
Fang: In early years your research area was mainly about
jackknife and bootstrap. But after returning to Wisconsin, your research area gradually turned to missing
data, biostatistics and variable selection and so on. What
caused the change then?
The research on missing data was inﬂuenced by
Rao. The Rao-Shao paper was about missing data,
in which the missing mechanism was missing completely at random. We did not consider how to
impute. Instead, we focused on how to estimate
the variance after imputation. Later I realized that
many problems relied on how to impute and how
to estimate the parameters. The variance estimation is relatively straightforward since in most cases
bootstrap with re-imputation is good enough. So
I began to do researches on how to estimate in the
presence missing data. I got involved in biostatistics problems because of requests from friends in
pharmaceutical companies. It was like a sideline at
the beginning, but I got more and more involved.
Biostatistics is one of the most important ﬁelds in
statistics since pharmaceutical companies often collect data from the traditional random experiments.
I started research in variable selection because of its
connection to jackknife and bootstrap.
Fang: In the late 1990s, you did not work on variable selection and only resumed working in this area in recent
years. Why was that?
© www.icsa.org

There were two events that led to the decision.
This is also related to the diﬀerence between statistics and mathematics that I mentioned earlier. The
ﬁrst one was in 1995 when I visited Rutgers. I
gave a talk on model selection using cross validation. After the talk I chatted with a professor at Rutgers, who asked why not just use p-value in variable selection. I thought about it and his idea made
sense. We can just select the several variables with
the smallest p-values. It is simple but can achieve
80% of the goal. Cross validation may reach 90%
but it is much more complicated. Of course, this
is about low dimensional data. The second event
was that a grant proposal submitted to NSF in 1994
was funded in 1995. I proposed two research areas in the application: missing data and variable
selection. I found that all of the comments from
the reviewers were about missing data; nothing was
commented on variable selection. From these two
events, I decided to focus on missing data which
seemed have more practical impact. Due to the rise
of high dimensional data analysis, variable selection has a completely new story. Thus I resumed
research in this area in recent years.
Fang: It looks like that opportunities and prospects in
applications are the main reasons for you to select the research areas, as opposed to chasing hot topics.
Correct. If I had not met JNK Rao, maybe I
would never do research in missing data. After
working with him, I found that missing data was
a very important problem but not too many people paid attention on it. We do not necessarily always focus on some hot research topics. Hot topics
by no means will bring you success since so many
people are doing it. Focusing on important but less
developed areas could be more valuable for young
researchers. Survey sampling and missing data are
two good examples for me. But a prerequisite here
is that all these research areas need to have practical values. The applied nature of statistics determines that statistical research without real applications may not have lasting impact.

Statistical Research
Fang: Now that we are at this, what in your mind is good
research in statistics?
There are a thousand Hamlets in a thousand
people's eyes. Everyone has his/her own judgment.
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In my opinion, there are several types of work that
are good. Firstly, it is the work of practical values
that I emphasized, such as the Rao-Shao method.
This kind of work is very popular among practical
workers and can solve many practical problems. For
another example, I have a lot of papers in biostatistics. They may not look impressive in but as long
as they solve concrete practical problems, they can
be considered as good work. Secondly, works that
give unexpected results are good. For example, my
paper on using cross validation to do variable selection. I was surprised when I ﬁrst got the asymptotical results. To be speciﬁc, if there are 𝑛 observations
with 𝑟 observations ﬁtting the model and 𝑘 observations doing validation, the result requires that 𝑘/𝑛
converges to 1. This ratio tends to 0 for the usual
delete one cross validation. It would be acceptable
if it tends to a constant such as 1/2. Why does it
need to go to 1 for the consistency? This result was
peculiar and I spent a lot of time to think about
why. It also reﬂects the diﬀerence between statistics
and mathematics. In mathematics, theorems talk
for themselves. But in statistics we need to argue to
convince people. I ﬁgured out an explanation later.
In fact, there are two parts in model selection, one
is the selection between the true model and false
models, and the other one is the selection between
overﬁtted models and the optimal model. The most
critical problem is that an overﬁtted model is also a
correct model and the diﬀerence from the optimal
model could be minor. When we try to distinguish
two subjects, we can use our eyes directly if the difference is obvious, while we need a microscope if
the diﬀerence is quite small. In this case, if we use
a lot of data to do model ﬁtting and less data to do
the validation, it is diﬃcult to tell the diﬀerence. Instead, if we ﬁt the model a little roughly with less
data to make the diﬀerence larger, then using more
data to do the validation, just like using a microscope, can tell the diﬀerence.
Fang: Jeﬀ once said that there are several types of good
asymptotic results. One of them is unexpected results.
Yours is a typical example.
Another type of good work stimulates deep
thinking of the foundations of statistics, which are
often easy to be overlooked. I did some research in
2010 about covariate adaptive randomized design
for clinical trials, in which patients are allocated
to the treatment or the placebo group by randomization according to measured covariates. However, most pharmaceutical companies ignored the
randomization mechanism when analyzing the col74
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lected data. FDA objected it with concerns of increased type one error. This was an interesting
problem and I proved two results. First, in most
cases this method is conservative and does not inﬂate the type one error. Second, we can take the
randomization procedure into account with bootstrap for statistical inference. I observed something
interesting in statistical practice. We often want to
use model because otherwise the results are relatively less eﬃcient. For example, if we want to use
the information of covariates in a two sample 𝑡 test,
we have to assume a model on the conditional distribution. If the model is misspeciﬁed, the new test
could be even worse than the original 𝑡 test without
using the covariates. My work provides an alternative way to solve this problem: utilize the covariates
information at randomization. After balancing the
covariates, there is no need to use the covariates any
more when doing test and it is about as eﬀective as
assuming a model. From this work, I realized that a
diﬀerent approach to statistical research was to look
at the design instead of models. In this example,
the design here means balancing ﬁrst with known
eﬀective covariates. After balancing in data collection, covariates need not be considered again in the
analysis. The advantage is robustness and no need
for model speciﬁcation. Bootstrap can be used for
variance estimation.
There was another similar case. It was not something complex but just a problem of missing data.
The pharmaceutical companies often use the last
observation carried forward (LOCF) to deal with
missing in panel data. LOCF imputes the end observation by the most recently observed value. It
has no statistical justiﬁcation and there must lead
to estimation bias, unless the observations at diﬀerent time points have the same distribution. Many
criticized the method but it is still used in practice. A friend in a pharmaceutical company wanted
to know whether LOCF was correct in some situations. Similar to the previous problem, if I proved
LOCF would not increase the type one error, the
pharmaceutical company would be happy since
they did nothing wrong except being conservative,
and the FDA should not object the method. Under certain conditions, we believed that the point
estimation using LOCF was correct for some parameter, but the variance estimation would be biased, just like the imputation. Nonetheless, the simulation results showed that both the point estimation and the variance were correct, which was really
weird. We thought there were something wrong
in the simulation but could not ﬁgure out what the
problem was. A year went by, and one day I sud© www.icsa.org
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denly realized that maybe the simulation results
were correct. So I began to rigorously prove it and
found what the problem was. If the sample sizes of
the treatment group and the placebo group are the
same, the LOCF is just correct. Otherwise, if the ratio of the two sample sizes converges to a constant
not equal to 1, the variance estimation will be incorrect. Then we changed the sample sizes and the
variance estimator became incorrect as expected.
From this work I realized that `balance' is extremely important in Statistics. Many odds and
ends can be gotten rid of by balancing. The simplest example is the two sample 𝑡-test. Textbooks
tell us that the pooled sample variance estimator
could only be used when the variances of two populations are equal. In fact, if two sample sizes are
the same, this method is still correct asymptotically.
The LOCF problem I mentioned above is quite similar. Although generally incorrect, it works accidentally when the data are balanced. If the data are not
balanced, the variance may be underestimated or
overestimated. This LOCF paper is not a big deal
theoretically but it stimulates deep thinking.
Fang: It seems that personal interest is also an important
motivation of academic research.
Indeed. It is hard to persevere if you just follow
the trend and lack internal drives.
Fang: Other than interest, what other factors are crucial
for academic success?
Interest is a necessity, and talent and diligence
are important too. I would like to highlight another two points. Prof. Mao used to say that, "To
be a statistician, you must be prepared to get your
hands dirty.”What he meant was that statistical
work could be very messy. It requires tremendous
eﬀorts while the result may not be as graceful as
mathematical results. I didn't get the point when
I was a student. After years of research, I gradually
understood it. Most statistical works are tedious
and require patience to work on them. On the other
hand, we should not completely give up pursuing
atheistic charm. The two points sound like a contradiction, but they actually co-exist in statistical research.
Fang: Generally speaking, the pursuit of ultimate theoretical beauty is always emphasized by mathematicians
and physicians. Is it the same for statisticians?
Sure it is. I experienced it ﬁrst in my paper on
cross validation. It just appears the way it should
© www.icsa.org

be, exact, neither more nor less, very beautiful.
Tony Cai who recently gave a talk at ECNU had similar opinions. In one of the theoretical results, the
upper and lower bounds of a statistics have exactly
the same convergence order. These results are as
perfect as the God's arrangement. The pursuit of
beauty is also an important motivation for statisticians. Of course, what you do must be valuable in
practice. Otherwise it is unnecessary to purely pursuit theoretical beauty.

Beyond Research
Fang: Your book "Mathematical Statistics" has been
used as graduate textbook in many universities. How did
you start on it?
I began to teach advanced mathematical statistics for Ph.D. students in Wisconsin in 1997. Before
that, we used three textbooks: Point Estimation and
Hypothesis Testing by Lehmann, and Probability Theory by Kai Lai Chung. I had been thinking about
combining them into one book for convenience. I
did spend much time on it in the 1st year of teaching. After ﬁnishing the general framework of the
textbook, I spent one more year on modifying the
details. Finally the ﬁrst edition was published in
1999. Beginning from 2001, I made further modiﬁcations and the second edition was published in
2003. As it was adopted as graduate textbook by
more and more universities, I started to work on
an exercise book and published it in 2005. You've
contributed on this exercise book as well while you
were my TA at that time.
Fang: Did you expect that this book would become so
popular?
Not at all. It was intended for the convenience of
teaching at the beginning. I never expected that it
would be used by so many universities. Many people got to know me via this book. My son Jason did
not read the book and the exercises until he became
a Ph.D. student in biostatistics at the University of
Washington. The next time he came home, he told
me, "Dad, you are awesome."
Fang: Sounds like the recognition from family made you
feel more proud.
Yes it is. Over the years, my wife Guang and
two children Jason and Annie has supported me
tremendously. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank them.
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Fang: You've trained many Ph.D. students, but not so
many of them are in academia?
That's true. I always leave the choice to my students on whether they want to go to academia or
industry. In many years, it's easy to ﬁnd jobs in industry, while it requires much harder work to get
a faculty position. So many of my students went to
industries. Things changed recently. Industry jobs
had been hard to ﬁnd too when the economy was
bad. Some students prefer academic jobs because of
the freedom. Overall, there are six students working in academia. Three of them are in China, including Hansheng Wang at Peking University, Zhiguo
Xiao at Fudan University and you at ECNU. I am
glad to see that you are all doing well.
Fang: Let's talk about your story with ICSA.
When I served as president of ICSA in 2007, the
major achievement was to establish the journal of
Statistics in Biosciences. The decision was made before, and was implemented during my term. The
main tasks were to negotiate with Springer and recruit two editors, one from academia and the other
from industry.
Fang: What's your view on the future of ICSA?
ICSA has become more inﬂuential over the years
with more and more Chinese Statisticians. ICSA
publishes two academic journals and launches
many conferences by uniting statisticians with Chinese root. The China Committee of ICSA was established last year. It organized conferences in China,
like at ECNU last year and at Fudan University this
coming July. All these activities will promote statistical research among Chinese statisticians in both
China and North American. I have a strong faith in
ICSA's bright future.

Back to Where it Started—ECNU
Fang: When did you think about coming to ECNU?
I always kept close connection with ECNU, but
could not get back due to family reasons before. Personally, I had always wanted to do something to repay the Department of Statistics in ECNU. Till 2009,
I completed the chair term in Wisconsin, and ECNU
also established the School of Finance and Statistics. It was a perfect timing for me to do some work
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in ECNU as part of the "Thousand Talents Project"
sponsored by the Chinese government. I spent my
sabbatical year and many summer vacations there.
Fang: You have done a lot of work in ECNU, such as
publishing joint papers, applying for grants, organizing
summer schools, inviting guest scholars to give talks and
so on.
Thanks very much to the great support from
ECNU and the School of Finance and Statistics. I
would also like to make contributions to ECNU via
the platform of Academy of Applied Statistics Science within my capacity. Besides, I do think there
are huge opportunities for statisticians in China,
which demand more eﬀorts to train statistical talents.
Fang: How would big data impact statistics?
It's really hard to tell so far. But for sure some
traditional mindset in statistics needs to be broken.
The traditional statistics such as medical experiments designs experiments, collects data, and then
analyzes data. But big data is not traditional, which
is a big challenge to us because the traditional idea
doesn't make sense here. Lots of big data problems
are about prediction instead of estimation. Statisticians may fall behind computer scientists in dealing
this kind of problems. Computer scientists are engineers. They are good at resolving speciﬁc problems but pay less attention to the theoretical properties. Statisticians are scientists. We always worry
about whether the method will work again tomorrow. Computer scientists do not worry about tomorrow. If data is updated, they will propose a new
method to solve the problem again. So in special occasions, it is hard to for statisticians to compete with
computer scientists. Our way of thinking by years
of statistical training is diﬃcult to change overnight.
In the ﬁeld of big data, statisticians say that it is
a statistics problem, while computer scientists say
that it is a machine learning problem. I think both
are right. Statisticians have their strengths, but if
they really want to earn more authority in data science, they need to change many traditional views.
At least, we need to combine statistical methods and
computational methods more closely. If we open
our minds and cooperate with computer scientists
in diﬀerent areas, the opportunity for development
in statistics with big data is limitless. Statistics has
always been a discipline which advances with the
times, so I am not worried about its future.
Fang: What's your plan in the near future?
© www.icsa.org
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I plan to work for another 8 years before retirement. I will do as much as I can to help the Department of Statistics in both Wisconsin--Madison and
ECNU.
Fang: One last question. There is a calligraph art piece
in your study room, "Quietude to reach far horizons (
)". That is exactly your attitude to work and life.
What do you think?
This calligraphy was a present from a friend of
my father's many years ago. It has accompanied me
for so long in my study room. Maybe I was inﬂuenced by it somehow (smile).
Fang: Thank you very much for taking your time to share
these insights with us.

Fang Fang, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
School of Finance and Statistics
East China Normal University,
China

Zhilan Lou
Ph.D. Student
School of Finance and Statistics
East China Normal University,
China

Thank you for your interview, too.

Upcoming Events
2015 ICSA-Canada Chapter Statistics and
Data Science Symposium

Fourteenth Asia-Paciﬁc Bioinformatics
Conference

August 4-August 6, 2015
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
http://www.ucalgary.ca/icsa-canadacha
pter2015/

January 11-January 13, 2016
San Francisco, CA, USA
http://www.sfasa.org/apbc2016/apbc
2016.html

Ninth International Conference on Multiple Comparison Procedures (MCP Conference 2015)
September 2-September 5, 2015
Westin Hyderabad, India
http://www.mcp-conference.org/hp/
2015/

2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium
June 12-June 15, 2016
Atlanta, GA, USA

Fourth IMS Asia Paciﬁc Rim Meeting
June 27-June 30, 2016
Hong Kong, China
http://ims-aprm2016.sta.cuhk.edu.hk/

2015 International Conference on Health
Policy Statistics

2016 ICSA International Conference

October 7-October 9, 2015
Providence, RI, USA
http://www.amstat.org/meetings/ichps/
2015/sessionproposals.cfm

December 19-December 22, 2016
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China
http://www.math.sjtu.edu.cn/conferen
ce/2016icsa/
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Lemma 1 was False
Hans Rudolf Künsch
Editorial: Professor Emeritus Hans Rudolf Künsch,
Seminar für Statistik at ETH Zürich, Switzerland, has
made a huge impact on various areas of statistics, including spatial statistics and random ﬁelds, time series
analysis, environmental modeling, and robust statistics
and statistical model selection. In particular, the nonparametric block bootstrap method in his seminal Annals of Statistics paper in 1989 has been widely used
in statistics and other ﬁelds. Prof. Künsch was the
former Chair of the Department of Mathematics, ETH
Zürich, from 2007 to 2009. He also served as Co-Editor
of Annals of Statistics (1998-2000) and the President
of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 2013. We
would like to express our appreciation to Prof. Bin Yu
for her initial idea and help in launching this inspirational column and to the ICSA President Wei Shen and
the Past President Ying Lu for their strong support to
the column.
This is the title of a short story by Helga Bunke,
published under her maiden name, Helga Koenigsdorf. She was a mathematical statistician in the former German Democratic Republic who worked in
the 1970's on general regression methods. Some of
the statistical books to which she contributed were
translated into English and published by Wiley in
the 1980's. In 1978 she started a second career as
a ﬁction writer with a collection of short stories,
among them "Lemma 1 was false". In 1990 she gave
up her academic career to be a full-time writer.
The story portrays in a satirical way the weak
points of an academic system that is dominated by
intrigues and bureaucratic procedures instead of a
genuine interest in science. The main hero is Johanna Bock, a young and very ambitious PhD student in mathematics who decides to attack a famous
long-standing open problem. She becomes totally
absorbed in this, and after more than a year she
submits a thesis where she claims to have solved
this problem using geometric methods. Unfortunately, Lemma 1 on which all her subsequent lemmas and theorems rely was false. Neither her supervisor nor the two other examiners of her thesis
notice it and write positive reports, but Johanna discovers it when she prepares for her defense. This
is not only embarrassing for the supervisor and the
other two examiners, but for the whole institute because they had mentioned the work on this problem in their research proposals. They try to hide the
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failure in their yearly report with vague statements
like "our study of that famous problem has shown
the necessity to reconsider the geometric approach".
However, Johanna insists to denounce the failure
clearly which leads to interventions from various
administrative levels. At the end, Johanna is transfered to an industry position (in the German Democratic Republic, the state decided on which job people got). She does not object, but rather becomes
excited about the possibility to apply mathematical
methods for the beneﬁt of the whole society. The
story closes with the remark of her supervisor that
in such a position "she would ﬁnally have a chance
to do real damage."
My aim in summarizing this short story is not
to discourage ambitious young statisticians. If you
do not dare to make mistakes from time to time,
then you presumably also do not develop bold new
ideas. However, I know from my own experience
that what seemed to be a great new idea often failed
because I had overlooked a small, but crucial detail
- like the Lemma 1 of Johanna Bock. And once your
mind has become convinced by an argument, you
are blind for its weak spot. Hence big eﬀorts are required to ask yourself the right questions and to put
into doubt what looks obvious. For this it is best if
you ﬁnd someone who is listening to your derivations with an open and critical attitude. In Johanna
Bock's case, the biggest mistake was that her supervisor did not discuss her ideas as they developed.
He only listened to a presentation of Johanna in a
seminar after she had given him the completed paper, and later he looked at that paper when he had
to write his report. At these moments, it is diﬃcult
to ﬁnd mistakes because the speaker or author unconsciously makes the audience follow their way of
thinking. So if you are supervising students, make
sure that you meet them regularly and encourage
them to explain their results also to fellow students
and postdocs in your group.
You might say that for more applied work in
statistics, proofs are not as crucial than in pure
mathematics. However, not only Lemma 1 can be
false, there can also be a subtle bug in one of your
basic auxiliary functions of your computer code.
And it is not always true that a bug in your code
makes the algorithm perform worse. For example,
if you use the true parameter as the starting value
in a simulation study (something that you shouldn't
do), you can get excellent results if you stop too
early because of an error in the evaluation of the
© www.icsa.org
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stopping criterion.
A second point raised by the story of Lemma
1 is how you describe your research project when
applying for funding. A project that aims to make
a simple modiﬁcation of a statistical method that
has already been well studied obviously has a small
chance to get approved. The solution should of
course be to choose a more interesting problem, and
not to oversell a minor idea as an essential ﬁrst step
towards the solution of an outstanding theoretical
or applied problem. The temptation to do so can
be great, but it leads to intellectual dishonesty that
aﬀected research not only at the times of Johanna
Bock.
Finally, the personal example of the author,
Helga Koenigsdorf, shows that even if you have followed a career in one area for some time, you can

change directions if you really think that a diﬀerent path is the right one for you. Maybe even Johanna Bock became successful in her industry career: If she was able to combine her ambitions with
an ability to work in a team, she might have done
something useful instead of real damage.

Hans Rudolf Künsch
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Seminar für Statistik
ETH Zürich
Switzerland

极简 Spark 入门笔记—安装和第一个回归
程序
Yixuan Qiu
Editorial: This article is a reprint from the Capital
of Statistics (COS, http://cos.name/2015/04/
spark-beginner-1/) with author’s permission.
现在的各种数据处理技术更新换代太快，新的名
词和工具层出不穷，像是 Hadoop 和 Spark 这些，
最近几年着实火了一把。事实上听说 Spark 也有一
段时间了，但一直是只闻其名不见其实。今天就来
简单记录一下初学 Spark 的若干点滴。

Spark 是什么
按 照 Spark 官 方 的 说 法 (http://spark.apach
e.org/)，Spark 是一个快速的集群运算平台，以
及一系列处理大型数据集的工具包。用通俗的话
说，Spark 与 R 一样是一套用于数据处理的软件和
平台，但它最显著的特点就是处理大型数据的能
力。

极简安装
Spark 本身面向的是大规模的分布式计算，但对学
习和测试来说，利用单机的多核 CPU 就已经足够
了，所以作为入门，我并没有打算去涉及多台计算
机相连的情形。在这个基础上，第一件出乎我意料
© www.icsa.org

的事情就是，Spark 的安装和配置其实可以是异常
简单的。
在 网 上 出 现 的 各 种 资 料 中，Spark 经 常 与
Hadoop 和 Scala 这两个名词一起出现。前者也是
一个大型分布式计算的框架，诞生得比 Spark 更
早；后者是 Spark 主要使用的一种编程语言。这就
给不明真相的群众造成了一种印象，好像要使用
Spark 的话就得先安装配置好 Hadoop 和 Scala，而
要安装它们又得有更多的软件依赖。但实际上，要
在单机上使用 Spark，真正需要的只有下面几样：
1. 一台金光闪闪的电脑
2. 在上面这台电脑里面装一个金光闪闪的 Linux
操作系统
3. 在上面这个系统里面装一个金光闪闪的 Java
开发环境 (JDK)
这三样可以说是大部分计算环境的标配，如果系
统还没有安装 JDK，那么一般都可以用系统的包管
理工具，比如 Fedora 下是
sudo yum install java-1.8.0-openjdk
Ubuntu 下是
sudo apt-get install openjdk-7-jdk
有了上面的开发环境，安装 Spark 就非常容易
了，基本上只要下载预编译包，解压缩，然后添
加 系 统 路 径 即 可。 首 先， 到 https://spark.a
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pache.org/downloads.html 选择最新的 Spark
版 本 和 Hadoop 版 本 (实 际 上 我 们 暂 时 用 不 上
Hadoop，所以任何版本都行)，然后下载压缩包。

完毕后，将其中的文件夹解压到某个特定的位
置，比如，我将解压出的文件夹命名为 spark，并
放在我的主文件夹 /home/qyx 里，这样我就可以
执行
/home/qyx/spark/bin/spark-shell
来运行 Spark 的终端了。为了避免每次打开 Spark
都要输入很长一串的路径，可以将 Spark 的 bin 目
录加入到系统路径中，例如我在 ~/.bashrc 文件
中写入了
export PATH=$PATH:/home/qyx/spark/bin
于是安装过程就这么愉快地结束了。

Spark 终端
我觉得 Spark 非常亲民的一点是它提供了一个交互
式的命令行终端，这样用户就可以快速地测试一些
命令和语句，而无需每次都保存代码脚本然后调用
执行，这对于 R 和 Python 用户来说是非常顺心的
一件事。如果已经将 Spark 的 bin 目录加入到了系
统路径，那么在系统命令行里输入 spark-shell
就可以进入 Spark 的交互式终端了。
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和 Python 的接口，但 Java 的语法没有 Scala 简洁，
Python 的性能没有 Scala 的高)。虽然这需要花费一
些额外的时间，但好在 Scala 的语法非常直观，基
本上通过例子就可以模仿写出自己的程序来。
如 果 对 Scala 语 言 感 兴 趣， 可 以 参 考 这 份
教 程 (http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~schmi
dt/705a/Scala/scala_tutorial.pdf) 来 了
解其基本的语法。但在这里我们将直接进入正题，
用 Spark 来跑一个回归的例子。

Spark 例子：回归模型
Spark 的数据分析功能包含在一个称为 MLlib 的组
件当中，顾名思义，这是 Spark 的机器学习库，而
回归是它支持的模型之一。为了演示例子，我们首
先用 R 生成一组模拟的数据（是不是感觉怪怪的，
主要是我还没用熟 Scala）：
set.seed(123)
n = 1e6
p = 5
x = matrix(rnorm(n * p), n)
b = rnorm(p)
y = x %*% b + rnorm(n, 1, 3)
z = data.frame(y, x)
write.table(z, "reg.txt", sep = " ",
row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE)
我们将数据保存为 reg.txt 文件，它共有一百
万行，每一行有 6 个数，用空格分隔，其中第一个
数代表因变量，其余的为自变量。下面就是一段用
Scala 实现的 Spark 算回归的程序，其中包括了读取
数据，拟合回归，计算回归系数，进行模型预测以
及计算 𝑅2 的过程。将这段程序复制到 Spark 的终端
里，就可以迅速查看输出结果，体验 Spark 的基本
功能了。

如果出现了像图中 scala> 这样的提示符，就
说明 Spark 安装成功。这里的 scala 指的是 Scala
编程语言。前面说了，Spark 主要使用 Scala 来进
行开发，这意味着要最大程度地发挥 Spark 的性
能，还需要再多学一门编程语言 (Spark 还支持 Java
80
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下面来解释一下程序中每一部分的含义。开头
1 到 4 行的是一系列的 import 语句，目的是使用
一些已经封装好的类，与 R 中的 library() 和
Python 的 import 语句类似。另外，相信不少读者
立刻就能看出这是 Java 风格的导入语句。事实上，
Scala 正是基于 Java 而开发的，因此其语法也大多
脱胎于 Java。
第 6 行是读取数据，并将结果赋值给一个变量
raw。特别需要指出的是，这条语句实际上并没有
开始读取文件，而只是建立了数据与程序之间的一
种连接。这一点是与 R 中 read.table() 最大的
不同。
第 8 到第 13 行其实包含了两条操作，第一是
调 用 了 raw 对 象 的 map() 方 法， 之 后 连 着 的 是
cache() 方法。map() 相当于 R 中的 apply()，
意思是对读进来文件的每一行进行一次变换，然
后将结果返回，组成一个新的向量。之所以需要这
么做，是因为 Spark 读取文本文件时把每一行当作
了一个字符串，因此我们需要从这个字符串中解析
出我们需要的数据来。语句中被大括号包括的部分
其实就是定义了这样一个变换函数，其输入是参数
line，代表传入函数的那个字符串，而输出是一个
LabeledPoint 对象，它是 MLlib 中定义的一个数
据结构，用来代表一个因变量-自变量的配对观测。
map() 方法返回的结果，就是一个长度为一百万，
每个元素为 LabeledPoint 类型的向量。
接下来的 cache() 方法是 Spark 非常独到的一
个操作，它是为了告诉 Spark，只要内存足够（限
额可以通过 Spark 中的配置文件设置）
，就将数据放
到内存里，以加快后续程序的运算速度。如果内存
放不下，就依然保存到硬盘中。这样的好处在于，
一方面避免了 R 把所有对象都往内存放的操作，另
一方面避免了 Hadoop 这种重度依赖硬盘，以至于
效率低下的情形。
而有趣的是，执行完这一句后，数据其实还没有
进行真正的读取。这是因为 Spark 采用了一种“延
迟运行”的机制，意思是数据只有在真正用到的地
方才开始运算，其理念就是，“只要老师不检查作
业，我就暂时不写”。基于这个原因，数据只有到了
下面 parsed.count() 这句需要计算样本量时才
真正开始进行读取和变换。
接下来的第 17 到 26 行就是真正拟合回归模型的
时候了。MLlib 里拟合回归采用的是随机梯度下降
法 (SGD)，选用这种算法的原因，一是因为它是一
种迭代算法，可以通过设置迭代次数来随时终止计
算（当然同时会损失一部分精度）
，这对于大规模的
数据是非常关键的，因为通常在这些场合下我们不
要求结果非常精确，但却希望计算能在规定的时间
里完成。而另一个原因就在于这种算法可以比较容
易地进行并行，扩展性较好。
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第 17 行中，我们先建立模型对象，然后在 19、
20 行设置最大迭代次数以及告诉模型应该包括截距
项。22 和 24 行插入了两句获取时间的函数，是为
了评估模型训练 (23 行) 花费的时间。
在第 31 行中，我们用拟合出的模型对训练集本
身进行了预测。parsed.map(_.features) 的目
的是取出训练集中的自变量部分，而 predict()
方法返回的结果就是因变量的预测值向量。
最 后 的 第 33 行， 我 们 利 用 MLlib 为 我 们
封 装 好 的 corr() 函 数 计 算 了 预 测 值 与 真 实
值 之 间 的 相 关 系 数 (parsed.map(_.label) 与
parsed.map(_.features) 相对，是取出训练集
中的因变量)，将它平方一下，就是模型的 𝑅2 值了。

体印象
总体感觉，Spark 还是挺好上手的，唯一麻烦的地
方大概就是要对 Scala 语言有所了解。不过好在
Spark 也提供了 Python 和 Java 的接口，所以如果
只是想尝尝鲜，也完全可以用其他的语言来加以操
作。另外一个好消息是，从 2015 年 4 月起，Spark
官方已经开始提供 R 语言的接口，大约在 2015 年
夏季发布 Spark 1.4 版本时，R 用户就可以使用原生
的 Spark 接口了。

学习资
下面几个链接我觉得对于 Spark 入门是非常有帮助
的:
1. 伯克利的 Spark 迷你课程 (http://ampcam
p.berkeley.edu/big-data-mini-cou
rse/index.html)
2. Spark 官 方 快 速 入 门 教 程 (https://spar
k.apache.org/docs/latest/quick-s
tart.html)
3. MLlib 官 方 文 档 (https://spark.apach
e.org/docs/latest/mllib-guide.htm
l)

Yixuan Qiu
Ph.D. Student
Department of Statistics
Purdue University
yixuanq@gmail.com
http://statr.me
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大隐隐于数
Miao Yu
Editorial:
This article is a reprint from http:
//yufree.cn/blogcn/2014/12/18/hide-i
n-data.html with author’s permission. It was modiﬁed by Yihui Xie.
最小二乘法有个“基本假设”：误差要符合正态
分布。结果最近读"Advanced Data Analysis from
an Elementary Point of View" 一书时，作者来了句：
None of these assumptions was
needed in deriving the optimal linear
predictor.
哭了，这些年我没少拿 QQ 图忽悠人，结果还忽
悠错了。后来想想，如果误差不符合正态分布，那
是不是说可以随意分布，或者说，可以用残差任意
画个图。
放狗一搜，还真有人做了，这年代有个原创太
不 易 了。Leonard A. Stefanski (http://www4.s
tat.ncsu.edu/~stefanski/NSF_Supported
/Hidden_Images/stat_res_plots.html) 在
2007 年在"The American Statistician" 期刊上发表了
一篇搞笑式的论文"Residual (Sur)Realism"(超现实
主 义 残 差，http://www4.stat.ncsu.edu/~s
tefanski/NSF_Supported/Hidden_Images/
Residual_Surrealism_TAS_2007.pdf)， 介
绍如何在回归分析的残差中藏图。大意是生成一
个数据集，如果你对这个数据集做回归分析然后对
残差作图就可以把隐藏在残差中的信息解出来。相
比之下，感觉什么其他解密方法都成浮云了，抗解
密指数极高。
我 仔 细 读 了 下 算 法， 没 读 懂； 再 读， 还 没
懂； 我 是 不 会 读 第 三 遍 的 （据 说 三 遍 不 懂 就
等 于 承 认 自 己 笨 蛋， 绝 不 给 机 会）。 不 过 仔 细
看 了 下， 发 现 作 者 不 懂 R， 但 提 供 了 别 人 写 的
R 脚 本 来 实 现， 我 对 他 的 代 码 进 行 了 略 微 修
改，参见 https://github.com/yufree/demo
code/tree/master/Residual%20Sur。
算法细节不提了（因为没看懂），我们可以把这
个脚本看作一个加密算法。这个算法需要你输入一
个点阵图，也就是你要加密的信息，横轴看作残差
𝑅，纵轴看作拟合的值 𝑌，这两个值实际都要中心
化（也就是和为 0），这样你会得到一个 𝑅𝑇 𝑌 = 0
的等式。同时根据残差的定义，有 𝑃𝑥 𝑌0 = 𝑌 与
(𝐼 − 𝑃𝑥 )𝑌0 = 𝑅，这样我们的问题实际转化为了在已
知 𝑅 与 𝑌 的条件下求解矩阵 𝑋 与真实值 𝑌0 的问
题。不过仅仅求解一个 𝑋 是无法隐藏残差中的信
息的，我们需要引入另一个矩阵 𝑀 来扰乱 𝑋 的计
算并给出初始随机值，这样通过数值迭代求解我们
可得到一个多变量数据框。乍看就是一组数据，如
果对其按照线性回归拟合，并对残差作图，就可以
得到原始信息了。这种情况我会把私钥设为因变量
82 的列号，例如 42(即一个数据矩阵中第 42 列为因变

量)，这样生成数据后毁掉算法，除了那个列号的持
有者，谁也无法从一堆随机数中找出关系。当然数
据集数目不大可以穷举（前提是解密者需要知道这
个矩阵是用来做线性回归的），但这个算法应该足
够耗时，所以可以用来传递私人信息。
上面一堆东西其实可以不用看，因为不懂也可以
用。如果你仅仅拿到脚本会发现一个尴尬的问题：
从 哪 去 找 个 这 样 的 点 阵 图 片? 必 须 ImageMagick
啊，安装后准备一个包含你想传达信息的图片，然
后用下面的命令生成 ASCII 形式的图片 (convert
是 ImageMagick 中的一个命令)：
convert "fig.jpg" -resize 100x100 \
-extent 100x100 -monochrome \
-compress none "fig.pbm"
然后用scan() 函数就可以把 ASCII 点阵数据读入
R 了：
temp <- scan("fig.pbm", skip = 1)
用前面提到的 R 脚本就可以在工作目录下得到一个
数据文件，将文件传出去，解密者使用下面命令：
load('data.RData')
reg <- lm(Y ~ X, data = data)
plot(reg$fitted, reg$resid, pch = 16)
就可以看到隐藏的信息了。这算得上一个熟人间的
暗号系统了，不过对我而言又是个没啥大用的课余
小制作。
附一个 logo 成品：

Miao Yu
Ph.D. Student
Research
Center
for
EcoEnvironmental Sciences
Chinese Academy of Sciences
yufree@live.cn
http://yufree.cn
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ICSA Announcements

Announcement: 2016 ICSA Applied
Statistics Symposium
You are cordially invited to the 2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium in Atlanta!
The ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium will be held from Sunday, June 12 to Wednesday, June 15, 2016
at the Hyatt Regency Atlanta in Atlanta, Georgia. Please send any inquiry to yichuan@gsu.edu.
The city of Atlanta enjoys a mild climate throughout the year, and is easily accessible from most cities
across North America. Downtown Atlanta provides a great variety of dining, accommodation and shopping, etc. In addition, it oﬀers world-class attractions, including the World of Coca-Cola, the CNN Center,
and the Centennial Olympic Park, all within walking distance from the Hyatt Regency Atlanta. The Atlanta
Streetcars connect all main attraction sites. Details are forthcoming on the symposium website. Please visit
the symposium website at http://www.icsa.org/2016 for more information.

Call for Invited Session Proposals
We welcome your invited session proposals. The invited sessions will be processed through program committee members. If you plan to organize an invited session, please communicate with one of the program
committee members. An invited session will be 100 minutes with 4 speakers or 3 speakers and one discussant. A proposal includes 1) session title, 2) organizer, 3) session chair, 4) list of speakers and discussant.
It is required to conﬁrm all speakers' availability before submitting a proposal. There is a one-talk rule
for speakers, but one can serve as a discussant in another invited session while speaking in an invited or
contributed session. The deadline for the invited session proposal is November 1, 2015.

Call for Student Paper Award Applications
Up to eight student award winners (ﬁve Student Travel Awards, one Jiann-Ping Hsu Pharmaceutical and
Regulatory Sciences Student Paper, and possible two ASA Biopharmaceutical Awards) will be selected.
Each winner will receive certiﬁcate, an award for travel and registration reimbursement up to $1,000 or
a cash award of $550, whichever is bigger, as well as free registration for a short course. The deadline for
applications is March 15, 2016.

Call for Short Course Proposals
Anyone who is interested in giving a short course at 2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium is welcome
to submit a short-course proposal to Dr. Peter Song (pxsong@umich.edu). The submission deadline is
December 31, 2015.

Executive Committee
• Yichuan Zhao, Chairs of Organizing Committee and Program Committee, Local Committee Co-Chair,
Georgia State University
• Zhezhen Jin, Program Book Chair, Columbia University
• Jian Chen, Local Committee Co-Chair, Suntrust
• Nelson Chen, Treasurer, Emory University
• Yi Li, Student Paper Award Chair, University of Michigan
• Peter Song, Short Course Chair, University of Michigan
• Gang Li, Fund Raising Chair, Johnson & Johnson
Program Committee from Industry: Qi Jiang, Amgen; Shiyao Liu, Genentech; Xiaolong Luo, Celgene;
James Guohua Pan, Janssen R&D U.S.; Yongming Qu, Eli Lily; Yujun Wu, Sanoﬁ; Li-an Xu, Bristol-Myers
Squibb; Bo Yang, Abbvie; Wei Zhang, Boehringer-Ingelheim
Fund Raising Committee: Gang Li, Johnson & Johnson; Jason Liao, Novartis; Zhaoling Meng, Sanoﬁ; Li
Zhu, Amgen
© www.icsa.org
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A NEW OPEN

ACCESS JOURNAL

CONTEMPORARY
CLINICAL TRIALS
COMMUNICATIONS
A NEW OPEN ACCESS

SISTER JOURNAL OF
CONTEMPORARY
CLINICAL TRIALS
ACCEPTING RESEARCH
ON BOTH RANDOMIZED
AND NON-RANDOMIZED
TRIALS

EDITORS:
Dr. Zhezhen Jin

Columbia University, New York, NY USA

Dr. Zheng Su

Deerfield Institute, New York, NY USA

www.elsevier.com/locate/issn/24518654
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AIMS AND SCOPE
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF

Zhezhen Jin
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA
Zheng Su
Deerfield Institute, New York, NY, USA

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

Julian Abrams
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA
Vance Berger
National Institute of Health, Rockville, MD, USA
Cindy Cooper
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK
Brian Everitt
King's College, London, London, UK
Luis Garcia-Ortiz
University of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain
Pei He
Genentech Inc, South San Francisco, CA, USA
Li-Shan Huang
National Tsinghua University, Taiwan, Hsinchu City,
Taiwan
Yunzhi Lin
AbbVie, North Chicago, IL, USA
Xiaolong Luo
Celgene Corporation, Summit, NJ, USA
Prakash Satwani
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA
Consolato Sergi
University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada
Yu Shen
The University of Texas, Houston, TX, USA
Say Beng Tan
National University of Singapore, Singapore
Corrine Voils
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA
Xiaonan Xue
Yeshiva University, Bronx, NY, USA
Anny-Yue Yin
Roche (China) Holding Ltd., Shanghai, China
Ming Zhu
AbbVie, North Chicago, IL, USA
Christos Zouboulis
Dessau Medical Center, Dessau, Germany

Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications is an international peer
reviewed open access journal that publishes articles pertaining to all
aspects of clinical trials, including, but not limited to, design,
conduct, analysis, regulation and ethics. Manuscripts submitted
should appeal to a readership drawn from a wide range of
disciplines including medicine, life science, pharmaceutical science,
biostatistics, epidemiology, computer science, management
science, behavioral science, and bioethics.
Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications is unique in that it is
outside the confines of disease specifications, and it strives to
increase the transparency of medical research and reduce
publication bias by publishing scientifically valid original research
findings irrespective of their perceived importance, significance or
impact. Both randomized and non-randomized trials are within the
scope of the Journal. Some common topics include trial design
rationale and methods, operational methodologies and challenges,
and positive and negative trial results. In addition to original
research, the Journal also welcomes other types of communications
including, but are not limited to, methodology reviews, perspectives
and discussions.
Through timely dissemination of advances in clinical trials, the goal
of Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications is to serve as a
platform to enhance the communication and collaboration within
the global clinical trials community that ultimately advances this
field of research for the benefit of patients.

TO SUBMIT A

MANUSCRIPT AND FOR
MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
www.elsevier.com/locate/issn/24518654
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Acknowledgement Award for 2014
ICSA/KISS Joint Symposium Executive
Committee Presentation (Left to Right):
Zhezhen Jin, Wei Shen,
Rongwei (Rochelle) Fu, and Ouhong Wang

Student Paper Award Presentation
(Left to Right): Naitee Ting, Yinfei Kong,
Yuan Huang, and Zhezhen Jin

Banquet Speaker Acknowledgement
(Left to Right): Wei Shen,
Howard Wainer (Speaker), and
Zhezhen Jin

Conference Banquet

The 10th ICSA International Conference
Shanghai, China, December 19-22, 2016

The 10th ICSA International Conference will be held at Xuhui campus of Shanghai Jiao Tong University
(SJTU), Shanghai, China, during December 19-22, 2016. The theme of this conference is to promote global
growth of modern statistics in the 21st century. The purpose of this conference is to bring statisticians from
all over the world to Shanghai, China, which is the financial, trade, information and shipping center of
China, to share cutting-edge research, discuss emerging issues in the field of modern probability and
statistics with novel applications, and network with colleagues from all parts of the world.

James O. Berger of Duke University, Tony Cai of University of Pennsylvania, Kai-Tai Fang of Beijing
Normal University – Hong Kong Baptist University United International College (UIC), Zhi-Ming Ma of
the Academy of Math and Systems Science, CAS, Marc A. Suchard of the UCLA Fielding School of
Public Health and David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, Lee-Jen Wei of Harvard University, and
C. F. Jeff Wu of Georgia Institute of Technology will deliver keynote presentations. There will be a special
session in honor of the receipt(s) of the second Pao-Lu Hsu award. In addition, there will be ample of invited
and contributed sessions. All participants including invited speakers are responsible for paying registration
fees and booking hotel rooms directly from the hotels listed on the conference website.
The scientific program committee of the 2016 ICSA International Conference, co-chaired by Ming-Hui
Chen of University of Connecticut, Zhi Geng of Peking University, and Gang Li of University of California
at Los Angeles, welcomes the submission of invited session proposals. The deadline for submitting invited
session proposals is May 1, 2016. All of the invited session proposals are sent via email to Ming-Hui Chen
at ming-hui.chen@uconn.edu. For conference logistics, please directly contact Dong Han and Weidong
Liu, the co-chairs of the local organizing committee. All inquiries should be sent to Ms. Limin Qin at
qinlimin@sjtu.edu.cn. Please visit the conference website
http://www.math.sjtu.edu.cn/conference/2016icsa/
for more detailed information.
All of you are welcome to participant in this important ICSA conference and to visit Shanghai, one of
beautiful and historical cities in the world during December 19-22, 2016.

